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I write this column with a heavy heart. For the second time in three weeks, we are
mourning the shooting of a female journalist while on duty (and the fourth minor
killed in two days, not to disregard the many other minors and individuals who
have lost their lives at the hands of Israeli forces this year or earlier). Gathering
and disseminating data and news on Palestine is a dangerous endeavor, as
evidenced by the close to 50 journalists killed by Israeli forces since the year
2000, or the bombing of the Al Jazeera and Associated Press offices in Gaza,
and Israel’s denouncing as terrorist organizations civil society groups that raise
awareness of rights violations. As repressive measures move ahead unabated
– house demolitions, the increasing erosion of the Arab character of East
Jerusalem, and the recent violent prevention of display of the Palestinian flag even
in the occupied territories – the Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions movement
BDS, once hailed as our tool for peaceful protest and resistance, is equated with
antisemitism by many governments worldwide. In light of these onslaughts,
Palestinian archives are crucial not only to preserve historical documents but also
to assert Palestinian identity, narrative, and right to exist in peace and security.
In this rich and important issue – for which, unfortunately, we have failed to find
a sponsor – our authors introduce you to several collections and Palestinian
archives. (For lack of space, some articles are available only in the digital version.)
TWiP wishes to thank Dr. Bashar Shammout, a lecturer and consultant based in
Germany; Laila Abbas, the project manager of the Palestinian Museum Digital
Archive; Dr. Maher Charif, head of the research department of the Institute for
Palestine Studies (IPS), and Hala Zeinelabidin, the head librarian of IPS in Beirut;
Wesam Ahmad, head of the Center for Applied International Law at Al-Haq; Wendy
Whiting Blome, a direct descendant of the founders of the American Colony; Dr.
Qustandi Shomali, a full professor at Bethlehem University; Khader Salameh, head
of the Islamic Museum at Al-Haram al-Sharif; independent art curator Dr. Rawan
Sharaf; actor and activist Salma Abu Ayyash and the Palestine Film Institute; writer
and educator Mona Hajjar Halaby, the creator of British Mandate Jerusalemites
Photo Library; Mo’min Swaitat, founder of the Majazz Project; Yousef Taha, an
architect and a restorer of historic buildings for RIWAQ; and Carol Khoury, the
managing editor of Jerusalem Quarterly.
Our Limelight section honors slain journalist Shireen Abu Akleh. Our Personality
of the Month is Dr. Sharif Kanaana, and our Historical Personality of the Month
is Mo’in Al-Madi. The Book of the Month is Our Vision for Liberation, edited by
Ramzy Baroud and Ilan Pappé, the Exhibition of the Month features works by Rana
Samara, and Where to Go takes you to Al-Jib. Enjoy the many events this June.
All of us at TWiP wish for a peaceful summer, particularly for Ukraine.

Telefax: +970/2 2-295 1262
info@turbo-design.com
www.thisweekinpalestine.com
www.facebook.com/ThisWeekInPalestine

Tina Basem
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TWiP:
An Inadvertent
Archive for
Palestine
By Sani P. Meo

free and fair. Independents won
35 of the 88 Council seats, while
Arafat’s Fatah movement won the
remaining seats. Hamas did not take
part in the elections. Arafat won the
leadership of the executive authority
with 88 percent of the vote. Also,
in July that year, Palestinians won a
major diplomatic victory at the United
Nations General Assembly, which
voted 124 to 4 to upgrade Palestinian
status to a “non-voting member.”
Palestinians had been granted
observer status at the UN in 1974.
Against this backdrop, the dawn
of the third millennium was quickly
approaching. With the lull in
widespread violence, many pilgrims
and tourists were coming to the Holy
Land, and there was certainly some
optimism in the air. As far as we
Palestinians were concerned, millions
of foreign visitors were expected to
flock to the places where Jesus was
born and crucified and visit Al-Aqsa

I remember well the day
I picked up the first issue
of This Week in Palestine,
never realizing that
twenty-three-and-a-half
years later I would pick
up the 290th issue – with
the same excitement and
emotion as a father who
sees his newborn child for
the first time.

Mosque, the third-holiest site in Islam,
and the magnificent Dome of the
Rock.
Sometime towards the end of 1998,
Dr. Ghassan Khatib, founder and
director of the Jerusalem Media

I

t was 1998, and guess what? The (so-called) Middle East
peace process was deadlocked! To be fair to history, I should
mention that after nine days of intense negotiations between
Yasser Arafat and Benjamin Netanyahu, an interim agreement
was signed on October 23 that year at Wye River Plantation.
The Wye River Memorandum called for a second Israeli
redeployment, from 13.1 percent of the West Bank. Soon after, and as usual, the
Israeli leaders refused to implement the terms of the agreement. The pretext was
that Palestinian efforts to guarantee Israeli security were inadequate.
In 1998, Yasser Arafat clearly believed that he could still achieve his goal of
an independent Palestine through negotiations, but he was in a thorny position
between the rock of Israeli intransigence and, as it turned out, Israel’s firm
decision to never grant Palestinians a state, and the hard place of waning
popularity caused by his leadership style (which some saw as autocratic),
allegations of corruption, and the increase in Hamas’s political influence.
Similar to Arafat, and despite a lot of frustration, most Palestinians also believed
that their independence could still be achieved through goodwill and negotiations
with Israel. People had been empowered two years earlier when an election in
the occupied Palestinian territories, including Jerusalem, had been conducted in
January 1996. International observers admitted that the elections were generally
6
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Throughout much of the
second Intifada, conditions
were horrible. Curfews,
closures, incursions, and
repression were rampant.
There were many days and
weeks when people could
not get to their workplaces,
but their determination to
get things done remained.
During these trying times,
This Week in Palestine
always appeared at the
beginning of each month.
Having witnessed all this,
Luisa Morgantini would
constantly refer to the
magazine as “the miracle of
Palestine.”

and Communication Centre (JMCC)
and later minister of labor in 2002
and planning minister in 2005–06,
came by to suggest that we, TurboDesign, partner to publish a weekly
periodical that provides the expected
pilgrims and tourists with information
about where to go and what to do
during their stay in Palestine, and
perhaps include some narrative
about Palestine. The material was to
be published in a small-size, easyto-carry, free-of-charge booklet. A
Time Out sort of publication, but
Palestinian style! Having been in the
market for 13 years already and being
in the position to produce such a
pamphlet, we immediately welcomed
the idea and went into partnership
with Dr. Khatib. It was agreed that
advertising fees would cover the cost
of production, and the partners would
then share the remaining millions! The
8
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first issue of the flimsy, 16-page This
Week in Palestine was printed and
distributed in December 1998.
From the outset, it was clear that
getting content, editing it, doing the
layout, and printing it all in one week
was an impossible task. In fact, the
periodical soon became a 24-page
publication and kept growing until it
reached 100 pages, as it is now. We
decided to keep the name This Week
in Palestine, but during its first year,
the mini-magazine was a bi-monthly
publication, and in November 1999,
it became a monthly publication.
Another structural change took
place less than a year later when
we realized that with the absence of
regular funding, it would be better for
such a project to be run by a privatesector company. We amicably ended
our partnership with Dr. Khatib in

October 2000, a couple weeks before
the second Intifada broke out.
For long months, pilgrims and
tourists stopped coming and,
understandably, advertising stopped
as well. After some deliberation and
hesitation, not only did we decide
to keep going, but we also decided
to beef up the editorial content, thus
pushing the publication towards
becoming a serious magazine. Being
in the Holy Land, we knew that
tourists would sooner or later come
back, not to mention the fact that
there is a huge number of English
speakers in Palestine, both locals
and internationals. Tourists did come
back, and we’ve kept going to this
very day. In fact, we have never
missed a single issue.
Our journey has been nothing
less than amazing, and we have
experienced just about every emotion
a person can think of: we have been
proud, scared, frustrated, ticked,
ecstatic, angry, nervous, hopeful, and
even embarrassed when we made
mistakes. Topping all this comes
passion. Maybe the following incident
will sum up what I mean by passion.
Some time ago, Tina, our content
editor, sent me a message: “Are you
up?” It was 2:45 am! I have often
come close to throwing in the towel
but then stubbornly continue the
journey despite all. I wouldn’t know
what to do anyway!

To date, we have put out a total of 290
issues. Given that TWiP is a thematic
publication, we have covered all sorts
of topics that include women and
gender issues, youth, culture, tourism,
the economy and the banking sector,
cuisine, human rights, agriculture,
disability, water, heritage, identity,
sumud (steadfastness), sports,
sites and shrines, cities and towns,
municipalities, and many, many
more. There were issues that stood
out, such as the May 2002 issue on
Jenin Refugee Camp after the Israeli
incursion, the December 2004 issue
after the death of Yasser Arafat, the
February 2021 issue on Palestine in
the nineteenth century, the August
2021 issue on West Jerusalem, and
the complementary, current May 2022
issue on Life in Pre-1948 Jerusalem
that prompted one of our readers to
write to say that the issue made him
cry. Call me a wimp, but I also cried
when I read the first draft of Nahla
Assali’s article “Why Can’t They Fix
the Shutters?” published in the August
2021 issue. I should also mention
the extraordinarily rich and beautiful
March 2022 issue on the Palestinian
thobe (traditional costume). In
addition, we have featured scores
of Palestinians personalities (from
doormen to the rich and famous),
artists, and authors; we have covered
books about Palestine, exhibitions,
and recipes, and have suggested a

9
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On June 22, 2014, twelve
Israeli soldiers raided the
offices of This Week in
Palestine that were a block
away from Manara Square
in downtown Ramallah.
After breaking down the
multilock door, they stole
TWiP’s two main servers,
along with several desk
computers and laptops. The
soldiers did not leave any
note, and we have not heard
from the army since. We
never contacted them either.
A week later, the July issue
of This Week in Palestine
was distributed.

huge number of places to visit. We
should not forget our events section
that includes the most important
cultural activities that take place
all over Palestine. As an English
publication, TWiP has become a
gateway to the world and provides
a credible Palestinian narrative from
Palestine in addition to bringing out
the best of Palestine.
We certainly are not the only ones
to provide content. In fact, there are
several Palestinian institutions that
offer amazing content, such as the
Institute for Palestine Studies which,
among other journals, publishes the
renowned Jerusalem Quarterly. The
list of content providers is beyond
the scope of this article, but I would
like to at least mention the policy
think tank Al-Shabaka, which is
another brilliant source of information.
10 THIS WEEK IN PALESTINE

Geared more towards infographics,
Visualizing Palestine also shines in
visual communications.
The greatest recognition of our work
has come from our readers. In a
nutshell, it has been our readers’
comments and feedback that have
kept us going. Historically, two
comments have repeatedly stood out.
The first is “You make us proud,” and
the second, “You have reconnected
us with Palestine.” In addition to our
readers’ support, we’re proud to have
been the recipients of three awards,
with a fourth promised for this
coming September. A.M. Qattan was
the first institution to acknowledge
our work. I have no recollection as to
what year that was, but I remember
being on a stage and receiving a
plaque, feeling elated. The second
award was received in January

2015 from the World Media Summit/
Global Awards for Excellence 2014.
Haaretz newspaper won the same
prize. The Chinese news agency was
somehow involved, and I received
the award in Beijing. The third award
was granted by Paltrade in January
2019 in recognition of TWiP’s role in
promoting Palestine. This September,
This Week in Palestine will receive
Rebuilding Alliance’s Storytelling
Award, also in recognition of its role
in “Promoting and documenting
Palestinian issues.”
True, the project was born out of a
need and, in the absence of a similar
product, has proven to be beneficial
to a lot of people, both locals and
visitors. We have never denied the
fact, however, that since its inception,
TWiP has been a private-sector
project that we had hoped would be
sustainable and profitable. It remains
a private-sector project, though the
sustainability/profitability factor is in
question. The project has essentially
become a far greater endeavor than
we could have imagined and borders
on a mission, a calling, and a way
of life. I have always wished that
we could focus only on what we do
best, i.e., provide rich and credible
content that would promote and
document Palestine. Maybe at some
point we will get to that fun stage! In
the meantime, we’ve been extremely
lucky to boast a huge number of
local and international institutions,
in addition to individuals, who have
stood by us financially whether as
sponsors, supporters, or advertisers.
Although I can’t list all those who
have engaged with us financially,
a sample of our sponsors and
clients includes UNDP/PAPP, Fadaat
Media, Bank of Palestine, Bayti Real
Estate Investment Co., Pharmacare,
UNICEF, Rawabi Municipality, PALTEL
GROUP, Central Bureau of Statistics,

Palestine Investment Fund, Ministry
of Culture, the European Union,
Massader, PADICO Holding, World
Food Programme, UN-Habitat,
Ambassador Hotel, Jerusalem Hotel,
Jericho Resorts, the Italian Agency for
Development Cooperation, UNESCO,
UN Women, Representative Office
of Norway, Jerusalem Council for
Development and Economic Growth,
Piacenti Spa, Higher Presidential
Committee of Churches Affairs in
Palestine, ICRC, UNFPA, WCLAC,
TAAWON, Gloria Hotel, George
Garabedian (GGC), Christmas Hotel,
WHO, ESNCM, Yabous Cultural Center,
The National Bank, American Colony
Hotel, Oxfam, Business Women
Forum, Co-water (GROW - Canada),
Bethlehem Development Foundation,
CARE International, and Drosos,
, in addition to many individuals,
including Hani Abu Dayyeh, Bassim
S. Khoury, Munib R. Masri, Samir
Naim Abdelhadi, Maha Abu Shusheh,
George Al-Ama, Rizek Abusharr, and
many, many others.
With around 6,000 professionally
edited articles on various sectors
and themes, TWiP has inadvertently
become a source of information
about Palestine. We have already
announced our plans to make
available online our entire archive,
with articles categorized by topic.
The first phase of this project has
already been accomplished through
the categorization of a few hundred
articles. In a recent trial, I was able
to choose a certain category and
access the list of published articles
that pertain to that category. This
feature is not yet open to the public,
but it will be once we have a critical
mass of categorized articles. It takes
time to categorize 6,000 articles, you
know! Once it’s done, access will be
available by subscription. This is the
only way we can sustain ourselves.
11
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I can’t end without acknowledging
the people who actually produce
This Week in Palestine. As publisher,
I am mostly in the forefront, and so
most compliments are directed to me
personally. It’s often embarrassing
when I know that I am only one
member of the team. An author in
this edition, after seeing his article go
through content and language editing,
wrote, “You have an amazing team.”
I replied in the affirmative and added
that I don’t know what I did to deserve
such a team. Considering the working
conditions, the truth is, I would have
left a long time ago!
Long Live Palestine.
Sani Paul Anton Boulos Anton Meo
is the publisher of This Week in
Palestine. He is also the publisher of
Filistin Ashabab, an Arabic magazine
that targets Palestinian youth.
Sani is married to Maha Khoury
and the father of Dina and Maya
Bartholomeo.
Page 13 features the logos of some of our
sponsors and clients whom we had the
honor to engage with during our journey.

SCAN
TO SHARE
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Archived
Palestine
Future Challenges
and Opportunities

By Bashar
Shammout

W

hen I use the term “modern archiving,” I do not
mean the digital technology or infrastructure
used in modern archiving facilities, but rather
the “philosophy” behind the way archives
are structured and used today and the role(s)
they play. The fact that more than 90 percent
of the museums worldwide today were established after 1950
(they have more than doubled in the last 20 years) makes this
change very clear. Museums and libraries (and their archives) are
shifting from places in which artifacts and collections are hosted,
guarded, and maybe partly displayed to places of vivid interaction,
communication, and knowledge exchange. Here, it is the audience,
i.e., the recipient, who stands in the center of the archiving facility
rather than the artifacts and collections themselves. With the
recipients being in the core of the happenings, they keep these
facilities and their contents alive, meaningful, and powerful. Hence,
archives, especially in areas of conflict, have become on the one
hand a valuable booty to put pressure on the other side (as Israel
once did with the archive of the Palestinian Research Centre which
was looted in 1982 and returned in 1983 to the PLO in exchange
for the bodies of three dead soldiers); and on the other hand, they
provide a valuable source of information and knowledge which
leads to major economic, social, cultural, and political decisions.
Digitization and modern archiving technologies provide a certain
level of ease of accessibility to various kinds of artifacts, remarkably
14 THIS WEEK IN PALESTINE

enabling users to search and find
information and material and placing
no limits on the time or place of
access.
Archives, especially audio and visual
archives, can be commercially very
interesting too, as today they are
also used to generate income. Major
production institutions obtain (legally
or illegally) collections from various
sources and offer what they control
against royalties. In Hayes (UK), there
exists today one of the largest audio
archives worldwide (now property
of Warner Music). It also includes
historic recordings that were produced
decades ago by Arab musicians under
the labels His Master’s Voice and EMI.
Using content from these archives is
normally only possible against fees.

Bashar Shammout viewing old Palestinian shellac
records in Germany, 2019.

Modern archiving
focuses on enabling
users to interact with
collected materials rather
than merely gathering
and preserving artifacts.

However, in a different case, some
original film footages from the 1970s
that had been looted illegally in
Lebanon in 1982 by the Israeli Army
were (mis)used in several Israeli TV
documentaries in which the copyright
source for this material was given
as “The Israel Defense Forces and
Defense Establishment Archive.”
These films were also sold to
European TV stations (among them,
Arte) where fees have surely been
paid, yet, not to the original copyright
owners!
When I started my journey of
searching for Palestinian audio-visual
heritage, I must admit that I felt
quite a bit of anger when I realized
that a major part of our historical
audio-visual heritage is not in our
own hands. For example, significant
picture collections can only be found
in Europe and the United States, and
none of the dozens of shellac records
of Palestinian singers that were
produced in the early 1920s can be
found in Palestinian or Arab libraries
or museums but only in archives in
Germany and Europe. These examples
illustrate the extent of our deficit. But
I also gained greater respect for the
European archiving institutions that
have preserved this heritage and
made it accessible, in many cases
digitally as well, allowing access to
most Palestinians, regardless of their
location. With the Israelis, the case
15
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Handwritten description of a part of the collection,indicating that it is part of a group of “old colored
negatives of maps and cities in Palestine.”

is different; another significant part
of our audio-visual heritage has been
systematically looted over decades
as war booty, yet mostly kept under
closure until today, to serve only the
Israeli narrative.
In our Arab part of the world, I cannot
discern a long or solid tradition of
“archiving” that is collectively or
publicly sponsored or conducted.
While Israel issued its first laws
on archiving as early as the 1950s
– of course, mainly to legalize the
confiscation and taking over of
Palestinian properties – some basic
legal regulations are still pending
today in Palestine to clarify, for
example, which heritage is considered
private and which is public. Who
decides if the handwritten lyrics by
Mahmoud Darwish or the paintings
by Ismail Shammout are considered
private property or national cultural
heritage? And if this is considered
national heritage, then who is
responsible for its preservation for
the coming generations and its
accessibility and usage? Or why do
we have to go and search foreign
archives (such as the Turkish Ottoman
archives in Istanbul or Jordanian state
archives) to prove that Palestinian
families are indeed the legal owners of
their houses in Sheikh Jarrah?
Yet, opportunities to change this
condition exist. Digitization and
modern archiving technologies
can play a significant role for us
16 THIS WEEK IN PALESTINE

Palestinians. While in Europe and
elsewhere in the outside world
digitization makes it much easier for
scholars and scientists to conduct
their research without needing to
physically shift place or time and
physically move themselves to
a library, such accessibility and
availability of materials becomes a
necessity for Palestinians! Palestinians
who live under occupation or in the
diaspora are extremely limited in
their freedom of movement; thus,
physically visiting archival locations
that may contain parts of their
collective memory (such as museums
and/or university libraries) poses a
real challenge. Therefore, the virtual
accessibility of digitized artifacts and
contents must be well considered,
planned, and realized practically!
It indeed fills me with joy to see
the various personal, private, or
nongovernmental archiving initiatives
that have come to life in the last
few years in Palestine and abroad,
ranging from the digital archive of
the Palestinian Museum,i realized
through Khazaaen,ii to the Palestinian
Poster Project Archive (PPPA) at
the Palestinian Art Court Al-Hoash,
and a few others. But all of these
are legally considered private or
nongovernmental initiatives. Guidance
by the “state” (or Palestinian
National Authority) is simply absent!
Considering our rich and diverse
heritage and all the initiatives that

exist and the conditions that we
face today, it becomes increasingly
important that the institutions that
engage in documenting our history
find a professional common ground
to coordinate their work and combine
their efforts to make it available for
research and simple enjoyment.
Undoubtedly, the internet and its opensource platforms (YouTube, Facebook,
etc.) provide the largest “digital
archive” that we have (if we may
call it an archive)! But it is also the
most chaotic and least credible one,
which makes scientific or professional
usage almost impossible. There are,
however, numerous collections that
can be found in private hands here
and there, whose owners are not
really aware of their significance for
the Palestinian collective memory.
Almost weekly, I stumble across
unexpected, very valuable visual
and audio collections and artifacts,
such as a collection of some 5,000
colored pictures that were taken by
the famous National Geographic
photographer Thomas Abercrombie
in Lebanon in 1975, capturing
Palestinian life in the shadow of
the PLO and the national struggle
movement. A selection of these

Although archives are
a powerful means of
heritage preservation,
Palestinians face
numerous challenges to
own, preserve, and make
available collections of
their historical materials.

pictures was intended to be published
in an issue of National Geographic
along with a detailed article
highlighting the Palestinian life of that
time. Yet, at the last minute, the article
and the pictures were prohibited
from being printed and published due
to “well-known political reasons”!
This collection is hosted today at the
archive of the National Geographic
Society in the United States and is
only partly accessible.
On another occasion, during one of
my many recent visits to a private
house in Amman, I discovered a huge
collection of original picture negatives
and positives (slides) that were shot
by various Palestinian photographers

An original negative picture of Yasser Arafat and Archbishop Hilarion Capucci that shows correctly through
the use of the tablet’s camera and a special color-inversion app.
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between the late 1960s and
early 1980s. Taken mostly in
Lebanon, they show a wide
range of PLO activities and work.
The collection includes original
photographs of Yasser Arafat,
Archbishop Capucci, the work
of the Palestinian Red Crescent,
refugee camps, and more. It
probably consists of some 10,000
to 15,000 original pictures and
negatives and has been bunkered
for decades in cardboard boxes
without seeing the light. Dozens
of other examples that I have been
informed about need to be rescued
and made accessible as well.

one platform digital accessibility
to all renowned cultural heritage
institutions that are included in the
EUROPEANA. Considering the political
circumstances surrounding Palestine
and the Palestinians, the need for
a similar structure (let’s call it here
PALESTIANA) is more than urgent!
Groups of negatives and positive slides that belong
to the same collection found recently in Amman with
handwritten description in Arabic.

Considering all these given facts,
and realizing the challenges that
face Palestinian existence, but also
seeing the opportunities available
to start rescuing our heritage, the

need to coordinate and combine
all these efforts is now more than
urgent. Luckily, digital technology
makes things today much easier,
enabling us to link and bring
together all these initiatives while at
the same time (equally important)
supporting each initiative in
its independence and field of
specialization.

An original tape recording with Mahmoud
Darwish’s own voice reading his poems at the
age of 29 in Beirut. The tape was rediscovered in
a private house in Amman in 2021.

We need to create a centralized
public institution whose goal
is to preserve the cultural and
scientific collective memory and
heritage of the Palestinian people.
Just to make it clear, none of the
internationally recognized major
public or state-financed archiving
institutions – such as the British
Library, the Library of Congress,
or the German Bundesarchiv –
hosts its entire content(s) locally
on its own or works completely
detached from other archives.
They always work within the
context of networking with each
other and exchanging knowledge,
experience, data, and content. Their
cooperation with various other
archives is structured on different
levels, such as the EUROPEANA
(the common European digital
cultural heritage platform) in which
numerous public museums, library
archives, and collections from all
over Europe are digitally linked,
providing for everyone and through

18 THIS WEEK IN PALESTINE

A detailed project proposal that aims
to rediscover and make digitally
accessible the Palestinian visual and
audio heritage contained in the various
private collections, archives, and
museums in Europe, Palestine, and
elsewhere in the world has already
been finalized and presented to the
University of Paderborn and the
Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft
in Germany. Although the project was
found to be highly recommendable,
it has not yet been launched due to
various reasons, which include the
pandemic and financial constraints as
well as the search for an appropriate
academic partner (preferably a
university) on the Palestinian side.
The goal of the project is to establish
a digital bilingual database (Arabic
and English) of all relevant archiving
initiatives, museums, collections all
over the world that own Palestinerelevant material, cataloguing and
classifying them, and finally, providing
creditable and scientific information
and access to it. It also aims to
provide all needed additional services
(such as digitization) and knowledge
on digital archiving to all relevant
initiatives in Palestine and supports
the creation of legal archiving
regulations. In this way, the project
should act as the foundation of a
future national archive of Palestine and
contribute to its creation.

PALESTIANA could be
the name given to a large
coordinated effort that
connects individuals and
groups, under the guidance
of a centralized public
institution, to support
each other in gathering,
preserving, and making
accessible via digital
technology visual and audio
materials to document
our shared Palestinian
history and its cultural
and scientific collective
memory and heritage.
Bashar Shammout spent his
childhood in Beirut amidst the
Palestinian national and cultural
movement of the 1970s and
early 1980s. He studied sound
engineering in Germany where he
works and lives today and received
his doctorate in digital archiving. He
has published several articles and a
book on the recovery of Palestinian
audio-visual heritage and works as a
consultant and lecturer in Germany
and the Arab world.
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For more information, please visit “The Palestinian Museum archives 18,000 documents during the first
phase of the Digital Archive Project,” available at https://www.palmuseum.org/news-1/the-palestinianmuseum-archives-18-000-documents-during-the-first-phase-of-the-digital-archive-project.

ii

For more information, please visit https://www.khazaaen.org/en/node/1113.
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Musa Sanad
and Al-Sitt
Halima
By Laila Abbas

A

mong the many collections in the Palestinian
Museum Digital Archive, one in particular tells
an especially unique story.

The encounter spurred Musa to see
his village with a new set of eyes.
Everything around him took on an
increased interest and significance.
His first task was to update the
village’s family trees. Next, he
started to document the village’s
different customs: from wedding
rituals, burials, and circumcision, to
the traditional games played by the
village children, and even the village
songs and folk tales. Olive trees
are central to the stories and songs
he documented, while olive oil is
hailed as a dietary necessity and a
medicinal miracle in his writings.
In his collection, Musa gathered
many newspaper articles that tell
the story of Hilma Granqvist and her
stay in his village. To keep the torch

Musa Sanad (1949–2005).

lit, he founded Artas Folklore Centre
to preserve the culture and history
of the village. His dream was to
make Artas the most studied village
in Palestine. By obtaining copies of

A page from one of Musa Sanad’s notebooks.

Fadi Sanad is the son of Musa Sanad from the
village of Artas, southwest of Bethlehem. To
honor the life and work of his father, Fadi shared
his father’s documents and written material with the Palestinian
Museum Digital Archive. When pieced together, this material
reveals an extraordinary connection between two remarkable
individuals, who, despite never having met, led lives wholly
intertwined.
Fadi’s father, Musa Sanad, lived and worked as a teacher in Artas.
Back in the 1970s, he stumbled across a group of foreign visitors
who were wandering around the village. One of them inquired
about Musa’s full name. The visitor then immediately opened a
book and started to list the names of Musa’s father, grandfather,
and great grandfathers, all the way to the eldest known head
of the family. Musa was startled. The book the visitor held was
written by a Finnish anthropologist named Hilma Granqvist. Like
most people in Artas, Musa had heard stories about a Finnish
woman who had lived in the village for several years during the
1920s, writing multiple books. He knew her by the name given
to her by the people of Artas: “Al-Sitt Halima,” meaning Lady
Halima. He even knew that his aunt, Hamdiyeh, was counted
among the members of Al-Sitt Halima’s “research team.”
20 THIS WEEK IN PALESTINE
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dedicated team of researchers,
archivists, and digitizers, the
Digital Archive is now home to
over 400 collections from different
geographical areas within Palestine,
Jordan, and Lebanon.

One of the family trees drawn by Musa Sanad in one of his notebooks.

Hilma’s books and displaying them
in the center, he ensured that visitors
could learn about her extraordinary
experience in Palestine.
Hilma, too, wrote about birth,
marriage, and children. Her journey
was peppered with obstacles, as
she struggled to secure the funding
to complete her research project.
She persevered, and after waiting
three decades, she was finally able
to publish her last book on death and
burial customs. However, when she
returned in 1959, she found another,
barely recognizable Palestine. The
bare mountain she had crossed
on her first visit to Artas was now
Al-Dheisheh Camp, populated by
the thousands of displaced refugees
expelled from their villages during the
Nakba.
Musa similarly wanted his research
to be read and used, and perhaps,
he even wished to publish his
documentation of Artas. Musa
died in 2005, and while this dream
never came to fruition during his
lifetime, his handwritten notebooks
and scattered documents are now
available on a digital platform. His
raw thoughts and observations,
jotted in an elegant, scrawling script,
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are available to the public, allowing
readers and researchers from all
over the world to explore his diligent
attempts to become the village
historian and anthropologist.

Since its inception, the Digital
Archive has become the platform
of choice for many individuals,
professionals, families, and
institutions who wish to have
their archives stored in a safe
environment that is also accessible
to Palestinians wherever they may
be. The Palestinian Museum Digital
Archive took the less travelled road
of telling the history of the local,
the personal, and the marginalized.
It attempts to be the voice of the
voiceless people usually left out of
the traditional, authoritarian, and
elitist historical narratives.

The Palestinian Museum launched
the Digital Archive project in
2018 to collect, preserve, display,
and revive the social history of
Palestinians from 1800 to the
present. As a large and freely
accessible platform, it aims to
combat the relentless erasure
of Palestinian heritage. With a

Another page from one of Musa Sanad's
notebooks.

This project is conducted in
partnership with the University of
California, Los Angeles (UCLA)
Library, and funded by Arcadia, a
charitable fund of Lisbet Rausing
and Peter Baldwin, that supports
work to preserve endangered
cultural heritage, protect endangered
ecosystems, and promote access to
knowledge. Since 2002, Arcadia has
awarded more than $919 million to
projects around the world.

Hilma Granqvist (1890–1972).

Laila Abbas is the project manager
of the Palestinian Museum Digital
Archive.
A newspaper article from the collection.

To learn more about the Fadi Sanad
Collection and the other collections
available, visit the Palestinian
Museum Digital Archive at
www.palarchive.org.
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The Institute
for Palestine
Studies (IPS)
Highlights from the
Documentary Archive

By Maher
Charif
and Hala
Zeinelabidin
Translated by Hind Husseini

T

he library of the Institute for Palestine Studies (IPS) was
established simultaneously with the institute in 1963 in
Beirut. The main objectives of the library align with those
of the institute: preserving cultural heritage and Palestinian
intellectual production, and monitoring developments
concerning the question of Palestine and the Arab-Israeli
conflict through documentation and research. Over the years, the library has
increased its acquisitions and expanded its role to become the first library in the
Arab world that specializes in the Palestinian cause and the Arab-Israeli conflict,
and one of the most important libraries in the world in its field of specialization.

regions of the occupied territories.
It furthermore holds a set of
posters, copies of all documents
issued by the United Nations and its
agencies related to the Arab-Israeli
conflict since 1947, all reports and
documents issued by the League
of Arab States and its specialized
committees, and university theses
related to the Palestinian cause and
Israeli and Zionist affairs.
In 2003, the bibliographic information
of the entire library’s collections
was made electronically available
in an online catalog, which allows
researchers and beneficiaries to
search and retrieve bibliographic
information anywhere in the world
through accessing the link https://
library.palestine-studies.org/.
The “Closed Area” book archives of
the IPS library contain 1,128 titles
that include special collections of rare
books, among them books issued
by the British Mandate government,
and documents from official Arab
and Zionist sources. For example,

The Archive of the
Institute for Palestine
Studies in Beirut is
organized into eight
sections: “Closed Area”
book archives, Private
Papers, Other Documents
Kept at the Library,
Microfilms, Photo
Collections, Documentary
Films and CDs, Arab and
Foreign Documents, and
the Electronic Archive
of Social History in
Palestine.

the library includes the Official
Gazette of the Mandate Government
(1922–1948), valuable collections
of the Mandate government’s
correspondence with the Colonial

Photographs are carefully cleaned, labeled, and digitized before they are stored.

In 1984 a decision was made by the IPS board of trustees to name the library in
honor of Dr. Constantine Zurayk, one of the founders of the IPS and its honorary
president for a quarter of a century, in recognition of and gratitude for his years
of service.
The library of the IPS in Beirut comprises over 60,000 items that include
hundreds of Arab and international periodicals and newspapers, rare collections
of photographs, cinematic documentaries, a collection of maps of Palestine
and its cities, and maps published by the Israeli government for the cities and
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Processing photographs before they are stored.

Office, reports of the British Royal
Commissions of Inquiry and of the
international commissions that visited
Palestine, reports issued by the US
State Department, and the resolutions
of the successive Zionist conferences
(since 1897) in Hebrew, German, and
English.
The Private Papers collection
maintains the papers of political and
military personalities who donated
their private files to the institute.
They are unique, original handwritten
documents that comprise private
papers, correspondences, petitions,
memos, statements, meeting
minutes, conference decisions,
discussions with delegations,
photographs, and maps. Many of
these documents were included in the
activities of leaders of the Palestinian
national movement.
The private papers collection
includes the papers of the famous
Palestinian personality Akram Zuaiter
(1909–1996) that consist of four
collections and cover the period from
1911 to 1939 – around 7,000 pages.
They highlight the positions of the
parties that played a major role in
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the early history of the development
of the Palestinian cause and the
Arab-Zionist conflict. Another example
is the papers of Fawzi al-Qawuqji
(1890–1977), the leader of the Arab
Liberation Army in the Palestine War.
His collection includes 2,800 papers
and is divided into two titles: Military
communiqués of the Arab Liberation
Army (the 1947–1948 wars), and a
set of letters and documents dealing
with al-Qawuqji’s activities from
1926–1927 and in 1936 in Palestine.
The library also includes the papers
of Dr. Elmer Berger (1908–1996),
who served as the president of
the US-based American Jewish
Alternatives to Zionism association;
they comprise 18,000 documents
that cover more or less all activities
of this association from the fifties
to the late 1970s. The papers of the
Palestinian educator Ahmad Samih
Al-Khalidi (1869–1952) are also in
the same personalities category; they
consist of nine notebooks and 1,061
papers under the titles “Palestine as I
Knew It (1896–1948)” and “Palestine
in Half a Century: I Saw It Collapse.”
Here you also find the papers of
Jerusalem mayor Rawhi Al-Khatib

(1914–1994), whose documents
are divided into five files that cover
the period from 1967 to 1981; they
include documents issued by him and
by other Palestinian, Arab, and Israeli
entities and personalities and focus
on the Israeli occupation of Jerusalem
and the attempts to Judaize the city.
The papers of the writer Asma Toubi
(1905–1983) who belonged to the
Arab Nahda (Renaissance) movement
are also in this category. They include
three handwritten letters in Arabic
from 1944 and 1946 addressed to
Asma Toubi, letters handwritten in
English to and from Asma Toubi,
and a note in French, dated March
3, 1948, from the Christian Union
Committee in Palestine that addresses
all religious and political organizations
worldwide, and the papers of AlKhoury Nicolas Al-Khoury (1885–
1954); they contain 64 photocopied
pages of his handwritten diary that
covers events in Palestine during the
British Mandate.
The archive includes another set of
rare documents that do not meet the
definition of an “original document,”
which means that they are not in the
handwriting of the owner and not
solely in possession of the institute.
Nevertheless, these documents are
rare and important. Some are in the
form of photocopies of the original,
such as papers and diaries of Arab
men who were contemporaneous
with the Palestinian national work,
in addition to papers of politicians,
soldiers, and foreign officials who
played an important role in the history
of Palestine.
The indexing of papers and private
documents is carried out according
to the following criteria: number;
address; author; date of writing; size;
personal history of author; contents;
terms of use; language; copyright
terms; place of preservation.

The Other Documents Kept at the
Library section also contains copies
of original documents. There is
the collection of documents of the
labor movement in Palestine that
consists of 942 papers, divided into
five groups that cover the period
from 1925 to 1948. Among them
are 319 papers written by Michel
Mousa Sindaha that deal with
Palestinian Arab workers from the
occupied territories who worked in
Israel, detailing the number of these
workers, the pressures and factors
that contributed to their working in
Israel, the phenomenon of racism
against them, their wages, and their
participation in the national struggle
against the occupation. The library
also includes 376 pages of published
papers that deal with political and
military developments regarding
the Palestinian question after World
War II, such as the meeting of the
Arab League Council in Bloudan; the
London Conference on the Palestinian
question, held in September 1946
and January 1947; as well as the
Palestinian question at the United
Nations meeting in its second
session. It also includes the collection
of the International Committee of the
Red Cross, which consists of 1,400
pages in English and deals with
details about Palestinian detainees in
Israeli prisons (date of birth, date of
arrest, reason for arrest, etc.). The
documents were reproduced from
the originals and also include papers
of politicians and military and foreign
officials who played an important
role in the history of Palestine.
They thus include the papers of Sir
Wyndham Deedes, who played an
important role at the beginning of
the British Mandate over Palestine,
and the letters of Viscount Edmund
Allenby, who led the allied armies
and defeated the Ottoman Empire in
Palestine between 1917 and 1918.
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These documents were acquired
from St. Anthony’s College at Oxford
University.
This Other Documents category
also includes a set of microfilmed
diplomatic documents (964 reels)
that include documents from various
foreign ministries and from colonies
worldwide regarding the British
War on Palestine, as well as British
government documents on the
situation in Palestine, correspondence
from British consuls accredited in
Jerusalem (1856–1903 and 1911),
British state department records
on the internal affairs and foreign
policy of Palestine (1930–1945),
and correspondence between US
diplomats and the consuls accredited
in Jerusalem and the US State
Department (1925–1941).
The section titled Microfilms includes
a valuable collection of microfilm
documentation of old Palestinian
newspapers and periodicals,
newspapers issued in the occupied
territories, and foreign, Hebrew, and
Arabic newspapers. They include
Falastin (1911–1967); Al-Karmel
(1912–1939); Al-Difa’ (1934–1967);
Al-Jami’a al-’Arabiyya (1927–1936),
and others. There are also complete
collections of major Jewish
newspapers and periodicals in English
and Hebrew since their publication,
the most important of which are: The
Jerusalem Post (1950–); The Jewish
Chronicle (1841–1975); Haaretz
(1919–); Ma’ariv (1967–2001); ‘Al
ha-Mishmar (1965–1987); and Yediot
Aharonot (1968–). In addition, there
are microfilms of the documents and
decisions of the Zionist conferences
since the first conference in 1897.
The library’s total microfilm holdings
are about 5,957 reels.
The library contains collections of
historical photographs that amount
to around 10,000 items. Work has
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begun to design an archival database
of these photographs that contains
records for each image and includes
the following metadata: collection
name, photographer, title, source,
date (if available), size, image
description notes, number of copies,
and subject headings, with a special
field to display the image.
Among these photo collections is
the collection of the photographer
Wassef Jawhariya that consists
of 859 photos in seven albums,
complete with indexes that contain
extensive commentaries on each
individual photo. It covers an entire
historical period and aims to highlight
the features of political and social
life in Palestine in the early twentieth
century and during the British
Mandate period. Furthermore, this
section includes the collection of
professional photographer Khalil
Raad, who photographed Palestine
and the Holy Land between 1890 and
1945, which contains about 3,000

Native boy selling fish and bread: 2 prints (small
size, 13 x 18 cm), 1 glass negative (9 x 12 cm).
Khalil Raad Collection.

gelatin glass negatives. The Palestine Liberation Organization
(PLO) collection consists of 107 images sourced from the
Information and Culture Department of the Palestine Liberation
Organization and covers the period from 1920 to 1948. A special
collection consists of 469 images from private sources that
cover aspects of life in Palestine from 1900 to 1948. In addition,
the IPS archive contains 1,369 photos of pre-1948 Palestine, the
1948–1949 war, the 1967 war, the destruction of the Mughrabi
neighborhood in Jerusalem, Israeli figures, the Golan Heights,
the 1967 Palestinian exodus, etc. They also include the British
Museum’s collection of 202 photographs that cover the British
Mandate period in Palestine, with a focus on British forces, and
UNRWA’s collection of 630 photographs of Palestinian refugees
and their camps in the West Bank, Gaza, and Jordan.
The library has embarked on developing a special section for
documentary videos, films, and DVDs that deal with Palestine
and the Arab-Israeli conflict, in addition to CD-ROMs. There are
52 video films, 33 DVD films, and 60 CDs.
Arab and foreign documents have been collected since the
series of documentary books issued by the institute in Arabic
and English was discontinued (namely the Palestinian-Arab
Documents series and the International Documents on Palestine
series that covered the period from 1965 to 1981). The library
has continued daily documentary work, however, and has
collected Arab and foreign documents since 1982 until today.
Selected Arab, foreign, and Israeli newspapers and magazines,
and official, governmental, and private websites are surveyed
on a daily basis to extract documents such as government
statements, reports, United Nations resolutions, interviews,
and other documents; they are then categorized in special
files and made available to researchers. A chronology of the
most important events related to the Palestinian cause and the
Arab-Israeli conflict has been recorded daily and posted on
the IPS website since 2006. A database of Palestinian, Arab,
and international documents on the Palestinian cause and the
Arab-Israeli conflict has been created to ensure their preservation
and electronic accessibility. Approximately 2,700 documents
have been entered in the database so far, out of the thousands of
documents kept in files in the library.
Work on the establishment of the electronic archive of social
history in Palestine began after the scientific conference on
family papers held by IPS in 2008. The foundations and rules for
the archive’s work were laid down through introductory meetings
with a committee that represented various interested parties; the
committee still meets periodically to develop this archive. Efforts
have been made to expedite placing this archive on a special site
that constitutes a rich source of information for researchers in
the fields of social sciences and humanities. The archive can be
accessed online at http://archive.palestine-studies.org/.
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The social history archives are
saved on a large server and amount
to about 41,000 pages that range
from documents to photos, notes,
newspapers, and other rare published
and unpublished documents. They
include memoirs from 1948 to
1961 by Aziz Shaheen, a Palestinian
historian from Ramallah; the
collection of documents of the lawyer
and politician Mustafa Irsheid that
date back to the Ottoman, British,
and Jordanian periods; the papers
and photos collected by the advocate
Yahya Hammouda that include
hundreds of pages and cover his
tenure as the transitional head of the
Executive Committee of the Palestine
Liberation Organization, his work as
chairman of the Palestinian National
Council, and his tenure as head of the
Jordanian Bar Association; and the
memoirs of Saeed Al-Nashef from
the village Taibah al-Muthalith, who
participated in The Great Arab Revolt
of 1936–1939 and sought refuge in
Iraq, Germany, and Bulgaria before
returning to Palestine after the end of
World War II. His memoirs cover this
period of his life.
Great care is taken to ensure the
proper preservation, cataloguing, and
digitization at IPS. To this end, the IPS
has, over the past several years, set
up features of a modern archive to
allow it to properly house its paper,
photograph, rare book, and microfilm
collections. Such spaces, located
within the Center for Documentation
and Research, include a cool-room
where the physical archives are
kept and which meets international
protocols and standards for housing
collections in a fire-resistant
environment with fire extinguishers
and smoke and heat detectors,
protected from possible damage
from flooding or other forms of water
damage, insects, mold, and fungus.
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Cataloguing, description, the
documentation of metadata,
and digitization are essential
steps at IPS archives.

The cool-room consistently maintains
ideal temperature and humidity
ranges and allows no uncontrolled
natural or fluorescent light. These
conditions preserve and extend the
life of the archival holdings.
To ensure their preservation and
longevity, archival items are cleaned
and simple reparations may be
made on paper documents before
they are stabilized and placed inside
custom-made, acid-free “four-flaps,”
envelopes, and boxes.
The primary purpose of description
in the archive is to identify,
contextualize, preserve, and exhibit
information regarding collections,
while maintaining the original order
and provenance of these collections.
Description occurs on three levels,
maintained on Excel sheets until a
suitable database is made available,
and identifies the document, the file,
and the collection levels.
Making a collection accessible to
the highest level requires providing
information from the lowest level
regarding the document, photograph,
etc. Every document of the collection
is given an accession number, is
physically described, and contains
a summary of its contents. It is
searchable by keywords or subject
headings that are carefully chosen

according to the contents of the
specific document. Even though
this is a time-consuming process
that requires a close reading of the
contents of every single item, it is
important because the more detailed
a document description becomes,
the more information is relayed to
researchers and made accessible
via summaries and keywords. Close
readings also enable the linking
together of related documents,
allowing a researcher to access other
relevant documents in addition to
those that interest him or her in the
first place.
Digitization is an integral aspect of
the care of collections. It protects
historical documents from further
deterioration and damage by
eliminating repetitive handling and
further preserves its existence
in digital format. IPS adheres to
international standards and best
practices for digitization, producing
both high- and low-quality images for
preservation and for use, respectively.
The institute is currently in the
process of digitizing its photo, private
paper, and poster collections for use
by researchers and the public.
IPS long-term goals and future plans
include continuing the processes of
cataloging, preserving, and digitizing

its entire collection. Ultimately, the
goal is to offer an open-access digital
resource that is available to the public
worldwide, while committing to
International Council of Archives (ICA)
principles of access to archives to
the greatest extent possible. IPS also
intends to acquire new collections,
as progress is made, both in order
to preserve them for posterity and
to enrich the archives’ holdings
and attract as many researchers
and users as possible, especially
considering the sustained growth in
the academic of study of Palestine
around the world.
*All article photos are courtesy of the
Institute for Palestine Studies.

Dr. Maher Charif is head of the
research department at the
Institute for Palestine Studies and
an associate researcher at the
French Institute of the Near East in
Beirut. He specializes in modern
and contemporary history and has
authored several books pertaining
to the history of the Palestinians
and their national movement, and to
the modern and contemporary Arab
intellect.
Hala Zeinelabidin is a librarian and
information and documentation
specialist, she is the head librarian
of the library of the Institute for
Palestine Studies (Beirut, Lebanon).
With a BA in documentation and
library science from the Lebanese
University in Beirut, she has gained
more than 40 years of experience in
working in Arab studies centers.
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The Evidence Is
in the Archives
The Continued Colonization of
Palestine along Business Lines

By Wesam Ahmad

"T

I will, however, briefly address
a few of the developments that
occurred once I discovered the
report referenced above. First, I
had to figure out who this person
–D. Levontin – was who signed the
report and what influenced him to
write such a report in the first place.
It turns out that D. Levontin was
actually Zalman David Levontin of
the Anglo-Palestine Company, a
subsidiary of the Jewish Colonial
Trust. Although the relationship
between Levontin and Theodor Herzl
is also worth exploring, the more
important question is why Levontin
was writing such a report 20 years
after Herzl’s death. That answer
can be found in the document itself
and is visible on the first page of the
report pictured in this piece.

In 1925, the World Zionist
Organization, serving as the Jewish
Agency, was still grappling with the
appropriate means and methods
for the colonization of Palestine,
despite Herzl’s earlier conclusions
regarding the failure of philanthropic
colonialism. The relevant question
posed in the paper states, “What
medium should be employed to
colonise a country on a large scale:
should it be done by philanthropy
or treated as a business proposition
along strict business lines?”
While the proposition is not as
binary as it may seem, pulling
the thread forward reveals a
shift towards the latter, with the
enlargement of the Jewish Agency
to include non-Zionists and the

The first page of a 1925 report titled “The Colonisation of Palestine: Means and Methods,” by Levontin,
photographed by Wesam Ahmad at the New York Public Library in 2016.

he farther back you can look, the farther forward you are
likely to see,” is a statement made by Winston Churchill
that resonates throughout this edition of This Week
in Palestine. Although there is no love lost amongst
Palestinians for Churchill’s role as the British colonial
secretary responsible for the implementation of the
Balfour Declaration in Mandatory Palestine, his statement provides important
insights into the value of learning from the past in order to better understand
the present and anticipate the future.
It was this frame of mind that led me to the New York Public Library archives
on November 28, 2016, where I discovered in Box #15 of the Palestine
Economic Corporation Collection a 44-page report from 1925, written by
a D. Levontin, titled “The Colonisation of Palestine: Means and Methods.”
This document has helped me better understand the obstacles that we face
today while also shaping my views on how to overcome them. Despite the
importance of the report itself, the purpose of this brief contribution is not to
analyze the document but rather to encourage, if not inspire, others to take
the time to visit the archives around them. I see archives as both points on a
timeline and a thread that can be pulled further backwards or forwards, while
connecting to other threads going in different directions that intersect the
political, economic, and cultural components of any social system at a given
time. Archives provide insights into the context as to how the ideas that were
developed at a particular point in time were influenced. Although the archives
may be found in boxes, they did not come to exist in a vacuum.
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The first page of a 1933
report titled “Palestine as an
Investment Field,” by N. I.
Stone, preserved at the New
York Public Library.
Wesam Ahmad during one of his visits
to the New York Public Library, while
beginning his studies on “The Colonization
of Palestine: Means and Methods”.

NOTICE: This material from the Manuscripts and Archives Division may be protected by copyright law (Title 17 U.S.Code).
THIS COPY IS FOR PERSONAL USE ONLY. No part may be sold, loaned, copied, or published without the written permission of the New York Public Library.

The facade of the New York Public Library.

treatment of Palestine as an
investment field. We continue to
see the repercussions today, from
Psagot wines to Pegasus spyware.
A final point of emphasis in the
value of archival research is how
archival documents can be used
to expose the manipulation of the
narrative. Although I discovered
this document for the first time
myself in 2016, I know I was not
the first: I found a reference to
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the document online from 2014
with some subtle but significant
modifications, the most important
of which was the title. The MiDA
online piece refers to the document
as “Settlement in the Land of Israel:
Means and Methods”* and not
“The Colonisation of Palestine:
Means and Methods” as evidenced
in the archives, despite referencing
the same date and author of the
document.

As the discourse around apartheid
has become more a part of the
mainstream narrative today, it is
important to keep in mind that
apartheid is a means to an end,
and that end is the colonization
of all of historic Palestine, with
the means and methods varying
over time and space. All the while,
the role of economic incentives
and corporate actors remain key
variables and obstacles in solving
for Palestine. By understanding and
deconstructing these obstacles
from their historical origins to the
present we can better confront
the economic incentive structure
that perpetuates the continued
colonization of Palestine along
business lines. Archives are an
important part of this process.
Despite the risks of getting
entangled within the different

threads that we may find along the
way, we are rewarded with clarity
in seeing the connection between
the past, the present, and the
future. Such insight should not be
underestimated.
Wesam Ahmad is the head of the
Center for Applied International
Law at Al-Haq, where he has
been working as a human rights
advocate since 2006, focusing on
the area of business and human
rights within the context of the
Palestinian struggle for the right to
self-determination.
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* See Akiva Bigman, “Words of the Zionist Founders: Zalman David Levontin on Economics and

Settlement, MiDA, March 22, 2014, available at https://mida.org.il/2014/03/22/words-of-the-zionistfounders-zalman-david-levontin-on-economics-and-settlement/.
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Preserving the
Past with an Eye
to the Future
The Archive at the
American Colony Hotel

By Wendy Whiting Blome

T

hrough four regimes and multiple wars, the American Colony
photographed, chronicled, and lived the history of Palestine. The
Archive at the American Colony Hotel in Jerusalem captures the
saga of Christian pilgrims who journeyed, beginning in 1881,
to Jerusalem from the United States and Sweden to form a
community devoted to pursuing their faith and serving others.

mid-ocean caused the ship to sink in
minutes and only Anna survived. The
heartbreaking words, “Saved alone,
what shall I do,” were telegraphed to
Horatio who immediately journeyed to
join his wife in France and bring her back
to Chicago. When his ship was over the
spot where his beloved daughters were
lost, Horatio began writing the poem that
would become a hymn of comfort and
faith, “It is Well with My Soul.”
Following the birth of a daughter, Bertha,
the birth and death of their only son
Horatio Jr., and the arrival of their final
child, Grace, the Spaffords and a group
of devout friends, including John C.
and Mary Whiting, left Chicago in 1881
for the holy city of Jerusalem. They
settled in a small house in the Old City.
They did not proselytize but believed
that providing assistance to others,
regardless of their faith, was part of
being a Christian. The Colony members
became part of the local community and
many became fluent in Arabic.

Since 1881 the members
of the American Colony
have captured events
in Palestine through
photography, diaries,
and papers. The Archive
at the American Colony
Hotel in East Jerusalem is
a repository of the history
of the members of the
Colony and the area.
As the community grew with the
addition of Swedes from Nas and
Swedish-Americans, the group
needed larger quarters and bought the
former residence of Rabbah Effendi
al-Husseini that would eventually
become the American Colony Hotel.
The original premises in the Old City

American Colony residents December 17, 1904, American Colony Collection,
Library of Congress, Washington, DC.

The story of this intrepid group begins in Chicago where Anna and Horatio Spafford
lived a comfortable life with their four daughters. A trip to Europe was planned as
a respite after two years of ministering to the survivors of the Great Chicago Fire
of 1871. Anna and the children set off on the steamship Ville du Havre; a collision

Telegram to Horatio Spafford from
his wife Anna, 1873, American
Colony Collection, Library of
Congress, Washington, DC.
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surrender on December 9, 1917, and General
Allenby reading the Proclamation of Martial
Law in Jerusalem two days later.

The Anna Spafford Children's Hospital, American Colony Archive, Jerusalem.

were transformed into an orphanage, then
a children’s hospital, and now house the
Spafford Children’s Center.i The Swedish
arrivals brought with them many skills, and
the Colony members operated a forge and
carpentry shop, pursued farming, and ran a
dairy, a bakery, and a butchery.
Before the turn of the nineteenth century,
Bertha Spafford (Vester) was asked to
administer the Islamic School for Girls in
the Old City. In addition, Colony members
established cooperatives to encourage
local Palestinian women to market their
beautiful needlework creations. With the
advent of World War I, food and medical
services became scarce, so the Colonists
started soup kitchens, worked as nurses,
and photographed the events taking place in
Palestine.
A hand-colored view of Jerusalem, c. 1919,
John D. Whiting Collection, Library of Congress,
Washington, DC.

The American Colony Photo
Department, started in 1898, has
been well-chronicled.ii It was at the
forefront of documenting historic
events in Jerusalem and Palestine,
but also catered to the Christian
pilgrims who purchased handcolored photographs of Biblical
scenes.
In the American Colony Archive are
images of the 1937 Arab revolt, an
album of pictures of the Sinai and
the Dead Sea, plus multiple diary
notations and images of visits to
Petra by Colony members. The
American Colony photographers
captured natural events such as
the locust invasion in 1915 and the
destruction caused by the 1927
earthquake as well as historic
occasions, including Emir Abdullah
meeting with British, Arab, and
Bedouin officials in Amman in
1921. Several pictures show T. E.
Lawrence, known as Lawrence of
Arabia.
American Colony photographers
recognized the impact of images
early in the development of
photography. The state visit of
Kaiser Wilhelm II of Germany in
1898 is documented in the Archive,
as is the arrival in Jerusalem of the
Emperor of Ethiopia in 1936. There
are also photographs of the Mayor
of Jerusalem, Hussein Effendi al
Husseini, under the white flag of
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The Colony photographers captured Jewish
residents praying at the Wailing Wall in
the early 1940s as well as Jews blowing
the Sabbath horn. The Archive includes
a translation from Hebrew to English of a
prayer written in 1882 by Yemenite Jews as
an expression of gratitude towards Horatio
Gates Spafford who helped them soon after
their arrival in Jerusalem.
The members of the Colony were collectors,
diarists, photographers, and business people
who saved their records, although not always
with the care required for preservation.
With each renovation of the buildings at the
American Colony Hotel, new treasures were
uncovered. Paul Vester, a great grandson of
the Spaffords and the Chair of the American
Colony Hotel Board of Directors, was the
driving force in recognizing the cultural value
of the historic materials staying in Jerusalem.
He advocated for creating the Archive as part
of the hotel, believing that the heritage of the
American Colony, as a vital part of Jerusalem
since 1881, needed to be preserved and
made available to scholars as well as
interested hotel guests.
In 2006 Rachel Lev, a museum curator, was
hired to collect, organize, and catalogue the
American Colony Collection that includes
objects, manuscripts, archaeological
artifacts, textiles, books, and furniture as
well as multiple photo albums. Construction
of the American Colony Archive was
The Archive at the American Colony Hotel.

completed with the renovation
of the Palm House, one of four
historic buildings that make up the
hotel. The formal opening of the
Archive in 2014 brought together
Palestinian, Israeli, American, and
Swedish scholars plus Vester,
Whiting, and Matson descendants.
The American Colony gave a
donation of over 16,600 items,
including the most delicate
ones, to the Library of Congress
(LOC) in Washington, DC; these
materials have been digitized
and are available online.iii A LOC
historian and curator, Dr. Barbara
Bair, managed the donation and
traveled to Jerusalem for the formal
opening of the Archive. Two other
collections of American Colony
materials and photographs are
at the LOC: the John D. Whiting
Collectioniv and the Eric and Edith
Matson Collection.v Digital copies of
the materials in the LOC “American
Colony in Jerusalem” collection are
part of the Archive at the American
Colony Hotel. The LOC has also
digitally preserved important film
footage depicting the history of the
Colony.
To organize the massive number of
items to be housed at the Colony,
Ms. Lev prepared a Finding Aid
that organizes the collection into
ten series. Each grouping is further
catalogued with a description of
the item or group of items and a
location and box number to allow
retrieval. The collection has been
expanded over the years, as more
things have been found in the hotel
and as members of the family
have brought back to Jerusalem,
for safe-keeping in the Archive,
materials related to the activities of
the Colony.
Ms. Lev partnered with local
experts to preserve the collection.
Rami Salameh, a conservationist
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Preparing maps for
conservation, American
Colony Archive,
Jerusalem.

and restorer, worked painstakingly to
salvage documents and photographs
that suffered from decades of storage
in hot attics or damp cisterns. Over
the years the Archive at the American
Colony has hosted forums that
brought together scholars, assisted
film directors, and curated museum
exhibitions.
The American Colony Archive houses
a wide-ranging assemblage of items,
including Horatio Gates Spafford’s
handwritten poems and drawings and
early photographs of the daughters
lost in the shipwreck. The Archive has
images capturing the life of American
Colony members, scenes in Jerusalem,
and the travels of John D. Whiting,vi
Lewis Larsson, and Eric Matson in the
Levant. The photos also document
the lace making that was part of the
American Colony Aid Association
School of Handicrafts and Dressmaking
and other charitable enterprises.
The Colonists were great writers, also,
keeping diaries of the mundane and
important personal and historic events
in their lives. Bertha Spafford Vester’s
notes for her book Our Jerusalemvii are
archived as well as maps collected and
drawn by John D. Whiting. Of particular
interest to botanists are watercolors of
native plants and flowers by Bertha,
Grace Spafford Whiting, and Clara
Johana Brooke as well as books that
were part of the library of botanist John
E. Dinsmore. Music was an important
part of the lives of the early Colony
members. In the beautiful Pasha Room,
early photos show a piano, and the
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Archive includes sheet music used in
celebrations.
The Archive is not restricted to the two
rooms of the Palm House that have been
designated for the storage and display
of the materials. All around the hotel are
the archeological discoveries made by
Colony members. For example, exhibited
in protected cabinets in the Main House
is an alabaster bottle from 2000–1500
BC, Persian jars from 600–400 BC, and
multiple Roman bowls. In the courtyard
of the Colony is a limestone ring from
the ancient Bethlehem-Jerusalem
aqueduct as well as the base of a
Byzantine column and a Roman cornice.
Within the Archive is a beautiful olive
wood desk made by a Colony member
and glass showcases from Vester &
Co., a store originally located just inside
Jaffa Gate. Also, prints of hand-colored
photos are displayed in the Archive,
many in original frames handcrafted by
Colony members.
A tour of the Colony shows that it was
not spared the ravages of war. In 1948,

Display cabinets, American Colony
Archive, Jerusalem.

the columns at the entrance were
destroyed by a mortar that landed in the
courtyard. After 1948, the American
Colony was in Jordan and “no man’s
land” was just across Nablus Road.
In the 1967 war, the Armenian tiles in
the lobby were marred by bullets and
shrapnel.
Prior to the pandemic the Archive
was open by appointment and tours
were available to guests and scholars.
Unfortunately, the Archive is now closed
until economic conditions in the tourism
industry improve, but a limited number
of tours can be arranged in advance.
The Archive at the American Colony
has been instrumental in preserving
Palestinian cultural heritage before 1948.

i

American Colony interior, c. 1926,
American Colony Archive, Jerusalem.

Wendy Whiting Blome is a great
granddaughter of Anna and Horatio
Spafford and John C. and Mary
Whiting. She serves on the Board
of Directors of the American Colony
Hotel and is the Chair of the Board of
Directors of the Spafford Children’s
Center.
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Learn more about the services provided through the Spafford Children’s Center at https://spaffordcenter.org/.

ii

Pasha Room, American Colony, c. 1920s,
American Colony Archive, Jerusalem.

Barbara Bair, “The American Colony Photography Department: Western Consumption and ‘Insider’
Commercial Photography,” Jerusalem Quarterly, 44, 2010, 28–38.

iii

The American Colony Collection at the LOC: Part 1 of the American Colony in Jerusalem collection,
https://www.loc.gov/collections/american-colony-in-jerusalem/about-this-collection/, finding aid for the full
Manuscript Division collection: https://hdl.loc.gov/loc.mss/eadmss.ms010123 and virtual exhibition: https://
www.loc.gov/exhibits/americancolony/. See also many thousands of materials available through the Prints
and Photographs Division.

iv

The John D. Whiting Collection at the LOC; visual materials: https://www.loc.gov/pictures/
item/2008676355/ and Manuscript Division collection: https://hdl.loc.gov/loc.mss/eadmss.ms008123.

v
The G. Eric and Edith Matson Collection at the LOC: visual materials: https://www.loc.gov/pictures/
collection/matpc/colony.html and Manuscript Division collection: https://hdl.loc.gov/loc.mss/eadmss.
ms010210.
vi

Rachel Lev, “Open Roads: John D. Whiting, Diary in Photos,” in Karene Sanchez Summerer and Sary
Zananiri, eds., Imaging and Imagining Palestine: Photography, Modernity and the Biblical Lens, 1918-1948,
pp. 227–265, Koninklijke Brill, Leiden, The Netherlands, 2021.

vii

Available from the American Colony Bookshop through Mahmoud Muna, Manager.
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Archiving
the Palestinian
Press
By Qustandi Shomali

T

he preservation of Palestinian cultural patrimony is
a prelude to preserving Palestinian identity. In a time
characterized by the rebirth of the Palestinian “nation” and
the establishment of a Palestinian state, it is necessary to
thoroughly document the Palestinian press. To this end, I
started in 1984 to archive Palestinian cultural heritage in
the periodical press from 1900 to 1948. The newspaper column was the chief
medium of expression for writers.
I have published six volumes of biographical information on cultural material
collected from four main Palestinian newspapers: Falastine (1911–1967),
Mir’at Al-Sharq (1919–1939), Al-Carmel (1908–1942), and Al-Akhbar (1909–
1947). The work was researched at Bethlehem University during the period
1984–1986, at the Library of Congress in Washington in 1987, and during
the summers of 1988 and 1989 at the Staatsbibliothek in Berlin, the British
Museum Library in London, and the Bibliothèque Nationale in Paris. The Arab
Studies Society in Jerusalem published these six volumes. Three volumes,
which total 1,500 pages, list the material in Falastine newspaper, published by
Issa Daoud Al-Issa in Jaffa and considered the most important and longestrunning paper in Palestine. It played a leading role in awakening the national
consciousness and was able to reflect the evolution of cultural and literary life
in Palestine for 56 years. The newspaper’s founder, Al-Issa, was one of the
most outspoken critics of Zionism and British occupation. I was able to collect
around 15,000 texts from the newspaper with all the bibliographical data and
classified them according to author, title, genre, and date.
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The first volume is a general
alphabetical bibliography. It includes
the works of 1,166 authors with
8,560 titles. It also includes a chapter
on the development of the Palestinian
Arabic press from 1876 to 1990
and a chapter on the development
of the newspaper Falastine. This
volume also includes examples of
the newspaper from various periods,
and tables and graphics that show the
number, genre, and volumes of texts
in each year.

The second volume is a bibliography
of different literary genres (it includes
five indexes, 790 short stories, 1,948
poems, 2,179 literary essays, 1,098
critical essays, and 1,100 cultural
essays) listed according to author,
title, genre, and date.
The third volume includes all the
material published in the newspaper
in chronological order, with a critical
study of Falastine newspaper. The
material was collected from 115
microfilms, each containing 400–800
pages, and sorted by computer into
three different bibliographies. The
attempt to compile a bibliography
of this size is a challenging task.
It was necessary to complete
the research to crossmatch three
copies of microfilms. The first is
available at Bethlehem University
and was microfilmed by the Inter
Documentation Company in
Switzerland from the copies available
at the Jewish National Library in
Jerusalem, the second at the US
Library of Congress, and the third at
La Bibliothèque National-Annexe de
Versailles in Paris.
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The fourth bibliography pertains
to Mir’at Ash-Sharq (The Mirror of
the East) newspaper. Its microfilms
were available at the British Museum
Library. It was the first Arabic weekly
newspaper published in Jerusalem
after World War I. It was published by
Bolus Shehadeh. In its first years, the
newspaper was issued in both Arabic
and English, but eventually it became
an exclusively Arabic publication.
Although it was known especially for
the thorough political analyses in its
editorials, the paper also published
analytical articles that covered all
aspects of life.

These bibliographies
are an immense
contribution to cultural
and political life.
They make available
to scholars a rich
collection of texts and
provide an authentic
record of immense
value to historians,
politicians, journalists,
scholars, students, and
all those interested
in the history and
literature of Palestine.

The fifth volume covers Al-Akhbar
newspaper that was published by
Bandali Ghourabi from 1909 until
1947. It also published analytical
articles that covered all aspects of
life.
The sixth volume was linked to
Al-Carmel newspaper, published by
Najib Nassar. This newspaper was
one of the first and most important
Arabic newspapers in the Ottoman
period. The first issue appeared in
1908. In its initial stages, with Najib
Nassar as its publisher and editorin-chief, it had to operate under
very unfavorable conditions, as the
Ottomans suppressed Palestinian
nationalist press. While Al-Carmel
was known for the thorough analyses
given in its editorials, it also published
analytical articles that covered all
aspects of life. Al-Carmel founder,
Nassar, was considered the father
of nationalist journalism in Palestine
and in 1908 was among the first
journalists to foresee the danger
of the Zionist movement to the
Palestinians.
In tracing the development of the
Palestinian press before the Nakba,
we witness that, on the one hand,
it was shaped by a multitude of
internal factors that included the
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Dr. Qustandi Shomali, a full
professor at Bethlehem University,
teaches Palestinian literature,
journalism, and translation. With
degrees from universities in Algeria
(1970), Canada (1972), and the
Sorbonne in France (1976), he
has published many books (mostly
in Arabic), including a series of
academic studies on the Palestinian
press, literary and critical trends in
modern Palestinian literature, and
cultural tourism.

ongoing political, social, economic,
and national changes. But on the
other hand, it defied the hardships of
geographical and cultural isolation,
censorship, lack of freedom, and
national oppression and was an
important vehicle of the Palestinian
nationalist spirit. Thus, it was not
only a medium that informed about

the latest political developments,
highlighted Palestinian identity, and
played a leading role in awakening
the national consciousness of the
masses, it also documented and
influenced the development of a rich
and diverse literary and cultural life in
Palestine.
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A Treasure
Trove for
Researchers
Registries of Jerusalem’s
Shari’a Court Offer
Insight into Social and
Cultural History

By Khader Salameh
Translated by Hind Husseini

T

his article briefly presents cultural resources regarding
Jerusalem’s history that include documents and
manuscripts as well as registries of the Shari’a Court in
Jerusalem. This topic is of significant importance to us as
Palestinians because history and media present Palestine
as a country that was occupied by Israel under the pretext
that it was without residents, and this false assertion is
circulating among many people in the world even today. Merely confirming the
obvious, this article provides tangible evidence that refutes these allegations.
Palestine has been inhabited by hundreds of thousands of Palestinians for
very many centuries. This article will limit its scope to sources from the more
recent Ottoman period that lasted four centuries, namely from 1517 to 1917.
The thousands of primary sources held by institutions in Jerusalem include
a vast number of documents and manuscripts related to the cultural, social,
and economic history of Palestine. These institutions include Al-Aqsa Mosque
Library; Al-Khalidiya Library; Al-Budiriya Library; Dar Iss'af Al-Nashashibi for
Culture, Arts, and Literature; the Armenian Monastery; the Church of St. Anne;
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The entrance of Al-Khalidiya Library on Bab al-Silsileh Street in the Old City of Jerusalem, 1900.

the Greek Monastery; and others.
Some of the sources they own date
back around a thousand years. For
example, the Islamic Museum at AlHaram Al-Sharif possesses around
1,000 documents dating back to the
Mamluk period, i.e., 1300–1500.i
Monasteries such as the Armenian
Monastery, the Custody of the
Holy Land, and the Greek Orthodox
Patriarchate of Jerusalem possess

tens of thousands of documents.
And Jerusalemite families such
as the Al-Khalidi, Al-Husseini,
Al-Budairi, and others possess
documents, decrees, and personal
letters that shed light on the history
of Palestine because these families
were in control of all cultural,
economic, and social aspects of life
in Jerusalem.
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The Shari’a Court in
Jerusalem contains
a large number of
documents, manuscripts,
and registries, some of
which date back to AH
936/AD 1529.

register marriages and divorces and
other financial transactions, such as
selling, buying, and more, in official
documents.

A page from a manuscript known as Manadah Al-Mamaddeh, Al-Modbadjat, or Al-Mashjara, written
in AD 1202/AH 598 in praise of Salah Al-Din Al-Ayoubi and his sons, held by Al-Khalidiya Library.
Photo courtesy of the author.

It should be pointed out that all of
the manuscripts in the libraries
in Palestinian cities and even
the Arab world are threatened
by poor storage conditions and
neglect. Moreover, parts of these
manuscripts have been leaked
abroad, likely sold by their heirs
for financial returns. Interest in
preserving these manuscripts and
in publishing indexes varies widely
from one country to another. The
number of manuscripts in Palestine
is estimated to be more than
10,000. They are distributed across
the various libraries of Palestinian
cities, the most important and
numerous, and the Society of the
Revival of Islamic Heritage in Abu
Dis. However, these restoration
centers fall below international
standards, mainly for financial
reasons: they require expensive
restoration materials from Europe,
and training courses in restoration
methods for staff are available only
outside the Arab world and costly.
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In a letter from the year 1902,
Yousef Dia’ Al-Khalidi discussed
the spread of cholera in Palestinian
and Jordanian cities such as Gaza,
Jaffa, Lod, Amman, and Nablus
and mentioned that it had not yet
reached Jerusalem, Hebron, or
Al-Ramleh. Travelers coming from
cities that were not affected by the
epidemic were placed in quarantine
centers. He also wrote about
the affairs of the Sublime Porte,
mentioning that ranks, positions,
and medals were only obtained
by those who took the low road
to success. The letter furthermore
referred to the amount of rain that
fell in Jerusalem in November, and
the deaths of Musa Bey Aqel and
Ahmad Badawi Bey (Al-Khalidi).
During Ottoman times, the
Jerusalem Court was responsible
for the residents of the city, their
taxes, and the interactions related
to their daily life. This included
selling and buying, marriage

Document No. 367 from the Islamic Museum,
written on parchment, dating back to AD 1343/
AH 743. It consists of 27 lines on an issue related
to buying a house in Jerusalem’s Al-Khawaldeh
neighborhood. Photo courtesy of the author.

and divorce, job appointments
and dismissals, the restoration
and rental of real estate as well as
transgressions such as murder,
theft, adultery, drinking alcohol,
and more. Moreover, the court’s
jurisdiction extended to the residents
of nearby districts, such as Hebron,
and supervised and managed life in
the rural villages that spread between
the mountains of Jerusalem,
covering an area 22 miles long and
10 miles wide.ii Residents of these
villages depended on the center to
handle their dealings in daily life. The
ruler appointed village judges who
worked in these areas and moved
among the village residents to

Throughout history, ever since
the time of Caliph Umar in the AD
630s, the population of Jerusalem
consisted of three main religious
communities. These communities
persisted throughout the times of
Sultan Suleiman the Magnificent
and the Ottoman period. Muslims
constituted the majority, followed
by Christians and then Jews. The
population of the city was low at
the beginning of the Ottoman rule,
estimated between 5,000 and 6,000
individuals and increased during the
sixteenth century.iii The population
of each religious community was
estimated based on the results of a
census as well as on the annual jizya
(head tax) imposed on Jewish and
Christian communities.
Many studies have used the
registries of the Shari’a courts as
sources for their research that was
written in many different languages
– some have been published while
others have remained in manuscript
form. Some of the studies that were
held in the Levant will be briefly
referred to below.
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A letter by Youssef Dia Al-Khalidi to his nephew
Rawhi Al-Khalidi in Paris, assumed to be written
on December 15, 1902. Photo courtesy of AlKhalidiya Library.

The first two pages of the first registry of the Islamic Shari’a Court in Jerusalem, dated AH 936/AD 1529.

The registries of Shari’a courts have
constituted an important resource
for studies that relate to the history
of the Ottoman period and were
conducted in the second half of
the twentieth century. What was
published about registries from
the Levant in general and Palestine
in particular is of significant
importance to us because many
mention Palestinian concerns. In
Syria, Abdul Karim Rafeq pioneered
the use of Islamic court registries
in his studies to obtain his MA and
PhD after writing his doctoral thesis
titled “The Province of Damascus.”iv
In Jordan, Muhammad Adnan
Al-Bakhit, wrote his doctoral thesis
using Shari’a Court sources.v In
Egypt, the study of the Ottoman era
from before the nineteenth century
was delayed until, during the 1990s,
a group of post-graduate students
created a seminar project especially
focused on the Ottoman era in
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order to study registries in Egypt
on the many economic, social,
and administrative aspects that
took place during that period.vi In
Lebanon, Khaled Ziadeh published
a book that used the registries of
the Tripoli Court as a source,vii and
Nahdi Al-Homsi published a study
on Tripoli, using the city registries
as a source.viii In Palestine, from
a scientific point of view, Amnon
Cohen is considered the pioneer of
such studies. He authored more than
20 books and dozens of articles in
which his main resource was the
registries of the Shari’a Court in
Jerusalem. While he touched on
many different topics, his focus was
mainly on the economic situation
and on the condition of the Jews
in Jerusalem during the Ottoman
period.ix Cohen also supervised
dozens of MA and PhD students
who used the registries as a primary
source for their theses.x

As studies that relied on the Islamic
court registries burgeoned, scholars
began to publish indexes of the
registries. A registry is basically
a ledger in which information is
registered in the form of documents,
also known by the terms minute,
deed, and argument; any of these
terms can be used to describe the
writings inside a court register.
The University of Jordan was a
pioneer in this work. Muhammad
Adnan Al-Bakhit supervised a
project that adopted the method of
publishing each registry separately,
summarizing the documents of
each registry, and indexing of the
names, subjects, and places that
were included in each registry.xi In
Lebanon, Khaled Ziadeh and others
published the first registry of the
city of Tripoli in the early 1980s.xii
They were followed by others who
continued to publish indexes and use
registries as sources in their studies.

In Palestine, indexes of four separate
records were created and published
by Ibrahim Rabai'a.
The registries of the Shari’a Court
in Jerusalem are considered to
be among the oldest and most
complete of the courts that operated
in the cities in the Levant, as one of
the oldest registries dates back to
mid-April AD 1529, while another
registry, held at the Heritage Revival
Department in Abu Dis, consists of
an inventory of inheritances, dating
back to the years AD 1533-1538
(AH 939-945). The responsibility for
all these known registries lies with
the Chief Justice in Jerusalem.
In the Shari’a Court registries of
Jerusalem, 81 registries date back
to the sixteenth century, 14 of which
were written in the Ottoman Turkish
language; 119 registries date back
to the seventeenth century, 10 of
which were written in the Ottoman
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filmed on microfilm at the time
when this was the most modern
technology available. Copies of these
microfilm tapes are accessible at the
University of Jordan, the Department
of Heritage Revival in Abu Dis, Haifa
University, and An-Najah University,
whereas digital copies are available
at the library of Hebrew University in
West Jerusalem.
Khader Ibrahim Salameh was
born in the occupied village of
Zakariya and brought up in Al-‘Arub
and Dheisheh refugee camps. In
2021, he finished his post-doctoral
studies at Jerusalem’s Hebrew

University. Salameh has worked at
Al-Aqsa Mosque Library and the
Islamic Museum at Al-Haram alSharif for 35 years, serving as the
museum’s director for 23 years.
He also worked as a librarian at
Hebrew University and Al-Khalidi
Library. Salameh is the author of
a number of biographies, articles,
and books on manuscripts and
libraries in Arabic, English, and
French.
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Amnon Cohen, Economic Life in Ottoman Jerusalem (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989), p. 120.

iii

Turkish language; 81 registries date
back to the eighteenth century; 114
registries date back to the nineteenth
century; and 20 registries date back
to the twentieth century. The majority
of the documents in all 24 registries
that were written entirely in Ottoman
Turkish are faramans (decrees) sent
from Istanbul. But all the registries
that were written in Arabic contain
pages written in Turkish; most of
them listing the inheritance of the
deceased and intended generally for
Al-Qassam al-'Askari, an Ottoman
judge in charge of inheritance cases,
particularly those dealing with
Ottoman soldiers.
In addition to the previous registries,
150 particularly extensive registries
dating back to the Ottoman period
were discovered recently: 1 registry
dating back to the sixteenth century;
10 registries dating back to the
eighteenth century; 107 registries
dating back to the nineteenth
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century; and 32 registries dating
back to the twentieth century. Five
registries of this group are drafts
on which judgments were written
before they were registered in the
ledger. These draft registries vary in
length, ranging from 559 to 1,117
pages. In general, the registries of
the sixteenth century are the longest,
most of them over 500 pages.
The 565 registries dating back to
the Ottoman period mentioned in
this article provide an abundance
of resources and constitute an
inexhaustible treasure trove for
researchers. They provide us
with knowledge and a better
understanding of all aspects of life
in the cities under Ottoman rule and
illuminate the systems that were
running people’s lives.
Importantly, several copies of these
registries are available at various
cultural institutions, as they were

Amnon Cohen indicates that these figures, in general, constitute the population of each of the six cities of
Palestine in the early sixteenth century, as he mentions in several articles a population increase, based on his
studies of the Ottoman tax registers (Tahrir Defterleri). See, for example: Amnon Cohen and Bernard Lewis,
Population and Revenue in the Towns of Palestine in the Sixteenth Century (New Jersey: Princeton University
Press, 1978), p. 19; and all articles in Amnon Cohen, Studies on Ottoman Palestine (Farnham, UK: Ashgate
Variorum, 2011).

iv

Abdul-Karim Rafeq, The Province of Damascus, 1723–1783 (Beirut: Khayats, 1966).

v

Muhammad Adnan Bakhit, The Ottoman Province of Damascus in the Sixteenth Century (unpublished PhD
thesis), (London: King’s College, 1972).
vi
Each seminar focused on a specific topic, such as rural society during the Ottoman era and property in
Egyptian society; see Nasser Ibrahim and Imad Hilal (eds.), Justice between the Islamic Law “Shari’a” and
Reality in Egypt during the Ottoman Era, supervised by Raouf Abbas (Cairo: Center for Research and Social
Studies, Faculty of Arts, Cairo University, 2002).
vii

Khaled Ziadeh, The Traditional Image of Civil Society: A Systematic Reading in the Registry of the Tripoli
Shari’a Court in the 17th and Beginning of the 18th Century (Tripoli: The Lebanese University, 1983).

viii

Nahdi Sobhi Al-Homsi, History of Tripoli: Through the Documents of the Shari’a Court in the Second Half of
the Seventeenth Century (in Arabic), (Beirut: Al-Resala Foundation, 1986).

ix
See a list of his publications in English, Hebrew, Arabic, and French, at the end of Eyal Ginio and Elie Podeh
(eds.), The Ottoman Middle East: Studies in Honor of Amnon Cohen (Leiden: Brill, 2014), pp. 239–246.
x
Cohen supervised a number of students, among them Oded Peri, who wrote about Christians under Islamic
rule in Jerusalem in the seventeenth century, and Mahmoud Yazbek, who wrote about the history of Haifa at the
end of the Ottoman period (1864–1914).
xi
A number of registries were published under the supervision of Bakhit at the University of Jordan, at King’s
College in London, and in other countries. The following registries were published during different periods of
time: Abla Al-Muhtadi, Al-Quds Shari’a Court Registries Nos. 1, 1A, 2, 387, 388, 389 (in Arabic), supervised by
Muhammad Adnan Al-Bakhit (Amman: University of Jordan, 2008–2014). A number of similar registries were
published with Turkish funding by Ibrahim Rabai’a, a researcher from Jerusalem, including Jerusalem Shari’a
Court Records, No. 107, 119, 149 (Istanbul: Research Centre for Islamic History, Art and Culture (IRCICA),
2013–2014), and Ibrahim Rabai’a, Jerusalem Data Bank: Jerusalem Shari’a Court Registry No. 150 (Nablus:
An-Najah University, 2011). All records researched and published by Rabai’a date back to the seventeenth
century.
xii

Omar Tadmuri, Frederic Maatouk, and Khaled Ziadeh, Documents of the Shari’a Court in Tripoli: First Registry
(1077-1078 / 1666-1667) (in Arabic), (Beirut: Lebanese University Institute of Social Sciences, 1982).
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YURA–
Palestinian
Visual Art
Resources
Restoring Narratives
through Art Archives

By Rawan Sharaf

I

n 2019, upon my return to Palestine after a few years of
studying abroad, I was asked by the Palestinian Art Court–Al
Hoash, a Jerusalem-based cultural institution that specializes
in the visual arts, to assist in reviewing its strategic vision and
help build a two-year plan for the institution. Thus, I became
involved in the establishment of YURA–Palestinian Visual Art
Resources, an open-access source in Arabic that archives
material on Palestinian art and a platform for the production and dissemination of
research-driven critical knowledge. As a former director of Al Hoash (2006–2013)
and a contributor to its founding, I had the privilege of knowing what cultural
assets this institution owns and what potential its archive holds – specifically in
the Al-Wasiti Art Archive. Al Hoash specializes in the collection, presentation, and
interpretation of Palestinian visual art and has accumulated over 15 years of work
experience and cultural capital; it fosters research and knowledge production in
the visual arts, as manifested notably in its remarkable series of publications that
includes anthologies, artists’ monographs, and catalogs. Yet, like most cultural
institutions in Jerusalem, Al Hoash faces challenges to its ability to sustain itself
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under extremely difficult funding
conditions and scarce resources.
These challenges have frequently
hindered the organization’s ability to
maintain its mission of accumulating
knowledge, making it accessible to the
Palestinian public, and preserving it as
part of our collective experiences and
knowledge.
In addition, this opportunity to
embark on such a project came just
after I finished my studies on the
politics of the Palestinian art field,
and corresponded to an area of both
personal interest and what I believed to
be a collective necessity. Researchers
in the Palestinian cultural field face
a dearth of reliable resources or are
unable to access the existing ones,
whether primary material or research
and critical literature, which hampers
their research and knowledgeproduction endeavors. Despite the
rich legacy of Palestinian visual art
experiences and practices, there
has been little systematic collection,
preservation, documentation, and
archiving of cultural production
and practices. Most individual or

institutional efforts to engage in such
ventures are scattered and remain
inaccessible or obliterated. The risk
of losing this material and what
it embodies in terms of memory,
knowledge, and narratives lingers –
while the Israeli occupation remains.
Over the past 74 years, Palestinian
cultural productions and heritage,
whether tangible or intangible and in
official archives or private collections,
have been exposed to very harsh acts
of systematic looting, dispossession,
and destruction by the Zionist machine
of aggression, ranging from the 1948
mass expulsion of the Palestinian
people and the destruction of
hundreds of villages during the Nakba

Photographs and other materials from the Al-Wasiti Archive.
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Artist folders from the Al-Wasiti Archive.

Postcards and other materials from the Al-Wasiti Archive.

to the raiding and plundering of the
PLO headquarters and archives in
Beirut during the 1982 invasion, the
repeated military aggression against
Gaza, and the raiding and seizing of
libraries, archives, and documents
of Palestinian organizations in
Palestine in general and Jerusalem in
particular. However, the last few years
have witnessed among Palestinian
institutions an upsurge in projects that
collect, archive, and digitize resources.
They have resulted in collections such
as The Palestinian Museum’s Digital
Archive,i an extensive endeavor to
archive the social history of Palestine,
and Khazaaen,ii a community-based,
voluntarily led societal archive that
documents the daily life of Palestine
and the Arab world, to name only two.
Yet none of these projects specializes
in the visual arts.

multifaceted, long-term program
that seeks to generate, provide, and
facilitate knowledge and resources on
Palestinian art to a range of audiences,
including artists, curators, and
researchers. It is not an archive project
per se but a project of collecting
and making accessible visual art
resources, including archival material,
to Arab and Palestinian audiences, and
fostering the generation of historical
and critical knowledge around these
materials through various methods.
And when we say visual art archival
material and resources, we do not
necessarily refer only to visual material
but rather to all forms of productions
through which art and cultural
practices become part of the social
public arena, including textual and
visual material, publications, posters,
catalogues, photos, etc.

But how does all the above connect
to the present project detailed here?
Personal passion, organizational
capacity, and collective concern were
the motivation behind the Palestinian
Visual Art Resources program – a

Over a period of three years, Al-Hoash
invested collective efforts through
its team, friends, volunteers, and
partners to bring to light this project in
its foundational phase. It was a long,
exciting, challenging, and frequently
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tedious labor of love and dedication
by a small team, working with limited
resources and under the restrictions
and closures caused by the COVID-19
pandemic.iii The foundational phase
included the digitization of archival
material through a partnership with
Khazaaen, observing, classifying,
and preparing the metadata for this
material, recruiting researchers to
produce research papers from the
archive, and developing the digital
platform and launching it.
Al-Wasiti Art Archive, gifted to Al
Hoash in 2006, constituted the main
archival material in this first phase.
It was initiated in 1997, when artist
and researcher Tina Sherwell joined
the team of the Al-Wasiti Art Centre in
Jerusalem (1996–2002) to set up an
organized Palestinian art archive, and
was halted in the year 2001, when
the art center lost its venue, had to
close its doors, and was eventually
dissolved. This stands as yet another
ambitious Palestinian project of
documentation and institutionalization
that sadly was terminated. The archive,

along with the center’s institutional
documents, remained in the custody of
Palestinian artist Sliman Mansour until
2006, when it was granted to Al Hoash
upon its establishment. Since then,
Al Hoash has maintained the archive,
storing it in metal cabinets in a corner
of its premises. I remember the times
when the Al Hoash team and its board
members explored ways to preserve
this archive, make it accessible, and
make good use of it. As a Palestinian, I
believe that we as a collective share an
existential concern when it comes to
our cultural productions and heritage.
It’s more of a syndrome, where we feel
obliged as individuals and as groups to
collate and preserve our productions
as a way of negating the Zionistconstructed narratives. However, the
tedious cycle of working in Palestinian
civil society, continuously struggling
to maneuver ways through the politics
of international funding, its instability,
conditionality, and contribution to
de-development in many cases, kept
such an important project for years on
the margin.
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Cover of the catalogue of the 9th Annual Exhibition for the League of Palestinian Artists, 1986.

Slides from the Al-Wasiti Archive.

In its foundational phase, Al Hoash
digitized over 2,000 items of archival
materials from the Al-Wasiti Archive
that cover the period from the
mid-1970s to the early 2000s. The
Al-Wasiti Archive was developed and
compiled around artist files. Each
file includes the artist’s biography,
documentation of his/her artworks
in the form of photographic slides,
and copies of postcards, exhibition
catalogs, media clips, and other forms
of relevant material. It also contains AlWasiti’s institutional archives, including
documents of cultural events,
exhibitions, catalogs, and photographs,
all of which stand as a witness to a
crucial period in Palestinian modern
history, namely, the mid-1990s postOslo period. This period witnessed
epic changes in local, regional,

Rabitat exhibition, by-laws, articles,
and tens of other documents.
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and international politics. It saw the
NGO-ization of the Palestinian cultural
field, transforming it from voluntary,
politically driven, and communitybased collectives into a format of
internationally funded institutions. It is
also the period just before digital media
and cyberspace took over as tools and
mediums of archiving and knowledge
production. All this makes the archive
unique and valuable. It also included
invaluable material that documented
the establishment and practices of the
League of Palestinian Artists (Rabitat
al-tashkilyin al-falastinyin), including
a trove of documents, both original
and photocopied; flyers, invitations,
media clips, copies of handwritten
minutes of board meetings, letters
to artists inviting them to participate
in exhibitions, catalogs of the annual

Today, and after three years of diving
through archival material, the Arabic
digital platform YURA, the pillar
component of the Palestinian Visual
Art Resources program, can be
electronically accessed and viewed
by the wide audiences of cyberspace.
It offers three main components:
archives that offer digital archival
material on Palestinian art and its
social history; a library that displays
the catalog of books published by Al
Hoash; and a future national index
on books and research published on
Palestinian art, and the stories and
research papers that present newly
published research and articles
inspired by the archive. YURA
derives its name from the Arabic

verb ra’a ( )رأىwhich means to see,
signifying sight and vision because
it is essentially specialized in visual
art. But the word denotes a range of
other meanings, including: to witness,
to consider, to conceive, to discern,
and to take notice as well as notions
of opinion, perception, perspective,
and point of view. In this respect,
YURA aims to stand as a witness; it
allows its visitors to see, perceive,
and comment, and offers a space for
discussion, critique, and knowledge
production. YURA aspires to grow to
become the main address for reliable
primary and research resources on
Palestinian visual art. It strives to
serve as a source of inspiration for the
production of interdisciplinary, crosssectoral projects, including exhibitions,
seminars, and discussions and for the
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Screenshot from Yura: Palestinian Visual Art
Resources showing an Invitation card for the 2nd
edition exhibition for artists Vladimir
Tamari in 1986. To access the material
https://alhoashgallery.org/archives/1-05-0095/.
Clipping from Al-Fajr newspaper, 1978, article by
Karim Khalaf. The headline reads, “Ra’yan: Fi-l-harakah
al-tashkiliya al-falastiniya” (two opinions about the
Palestinian art movement). Courtesy of Al-Wasiti
Archive and the Palestinian Art Court–al-Hoash.

generation of new knowledge that is
digitally available to Palestinians now
and in the future, here and abroad.
Al Hoash perceives this as part of its
role to proactively contribute to the
preserving and constructing of the
fragile Palestinian social, cultural, and
political narratives by using visual arts.
Article photos courtesy of the Palestinian Art
Court – al-Hoash. Photos by Ahed Izhiman.

Rawan Sharaf, PhD, is an
independent art curator, researcher,
lecturer, and editor with expertise in
Palestinian art. Her interests range
from the politics of art production
to the social history of the arts
and the institutionalization of the
cultural field. She is the editor of
and a contributing writer to the
i

For more information, please visit www.palarchive.org.

ii

For more information, please visit www.khazaaen.org .

book Contemporary Palestinian
Art: Origins, Nationalism, Identity,
authored by Bashir Makhoul and
Gordon Hon and published by the
Institute for Palestine Studies in
2020. She curated and supervised
the establishment of the electronic
platform YURA: Palestinian Visual
Art Resources, and has curated
exhibitions locally and internationally.
She has published several articles
and essays in books and on various
digital platforms.
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Shedding Light
on the Cinema
of Palestine
The Palestine Film Institute

By Salma Abu Ayyash

F

or more than 50 years, Palestinian cinema has narrated,
documented, and visualized the resilience, struggles,
and memories of a homeland and its people. Despite
being sometimes a footnote, a reference, or a place of
experimentation in the scope of world cinema, it has managed
to bring world attention to the reality of this reflection. It offered
a stage for the everyday Palestinian struggle, sparking a collective imagination
that never ceased its connection to the land and what it means to be Palestinian
– and therefore was never colonized. Indeed, the Palestinian people remain
steadfast in their struggle, not only to survive, but also to thrive as artists and
producers of knowledge and experiences.

While driving from Brussels to Paris,
Muhanad Yaqubi, a Palestinian
filmmaker, producer, and one of the
founders of the PFI, reflected on the
importance of a Palestinian cinematic
archive as a historical record that
must be preserved. Ironically, the
purpose of his car trip was to foster
a collaboration with the Institute
National du Archive (INA) to train PFI
organizers in archiving and restoration
techniques of 16- and 35-mm films.
Mohanad recalls coming across The
Tokyo Palestine Film Reels during
a trip to Japan. The reels turned
out to be a collection of films that
addressed the question of Palestine,
made by an international group of
filmmakers. Some of the first films
sent to that archive were captured by
Masao Adachi and Koji Wakamatsu,
who were on the ground during the
Palestinian Revolution of the 1970s,
representing the Japanese Red Army
(JRA) alongside the Popular Front for
the Liberation of Palestine (PFLP).
These films speak to a transnational,

revolutionary, and anti-colonial
solidarity movement and document a
connection that has been obscured for
decades.
The PFI’s archival research efforts
are a continuation of the revolutionary
and cinematic efforts of many
before them, most significantly, the
monumental project by Khadijeh
Habashneh, who founded the
Palestinian Cinema Institution (PCI)
Archive in Lebanon in the 1970s.
The PCI Archive is believed to have
been looted by the Israeli army
during the invasion of Lebanon. The
first evidence of this looting was

Still Image- Recovery Films from Israelu Army- File no25.

Given the hardships of being a colonized people, the lack of proper attention from
distributors worldwide, and the limited resources available for Palestinians making
films – Palestine, for example, doesn’t have a national fund for film development –
Palestinian films are a hard birth. The Palestine Film Institute (PFI) aims to support
filmmakers in this endeavor. As an international organization that supports film
productions from and for Palestine, it has taken on a considerable responsibility:
to provide development and consultancy, increase accessibility to funding,
connect film talents and experts, and develop the infrastructures to accomplish
their mission.
Palestinians have been engaged in the struggle of locating and preserving
Palestine’s collective cinematic memory and recovering films that were looted,
hidden, or forgotten during the last century.
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Still Image from Scene of occupation of Gaza- Mustafa ABu Ali- 1973- T.

the surfacing of two films from the
Cultural Arts Section in Beirut – a PLO
organization run by the late Palestinian
artist Ismail Shammout – from the
Israeli Defense Forces Archive (IDFA)
that has tight control over access to its
materials, and certainly Palestinians are
not given access. Looting as an act of
colonial aggression or war is nothing
new. Israeli homes, museums, and
antique shops are filled with Palestinian
art, furniture, and artifacts. An example
is the documented plundering of
ancient Palestinian sites by Moshe
Dayan, who served as Israel’s defense
minister and foreign affairs minister.
The theft of close to 7,500 artifacts is
chronicled in the film Theft of Firei that
is currently in the making, co-produced
by Rashid Abdelhamid, a founder
and organizer at PFI. Notable also is
Israel’s great book robbery in which
close to 70,000 books were looted
from Palestinian homes and institutions
during the 1948 Nakba; they are
currently held in Israel’s National
Library.ii Similar to other settler colonial
projects, the deliberate destruction
of Palestinian cultural institutions that
range from film archives to libraries,
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schools, and universities is a testimony
to the hegemonic necessity of erasure
by a power bent on replacing the
indigenous inhabitants of the land.
Mohanad’s interest in reviving
cinematic memories, stories, and
historical records of Palestine is
not new. His film Off Frame AKA
Revolution Until Victory (2015),
where he pieces together archival
footage of recollected films, is one
of a few Palestinian cinematic acts
of resistance and a contemplation on
the attempts at erasure. Before that,
filmmaker Azza El Hassan documented
her search for missing archives in
her film Kings and Extras: Digging for
a Palestinian Image (2004), which
led her to literally dig in graveyards
in Lebanon upon rumored tales of
the films’ whereabouts. Tel El Zaatar
(1977), a film by Mustafa Abu Ali,
Pino Adriano, and Jean Chamoun that
documents a massacre in which 2,000
Palestinians were killed, was one film
of about 200 reels that were smuggled
by Mustafa Abu Ali and Rhanda Chahal
through the Italian Communist Party to
Rome during the invasion of Lebanon.

Artist and filmmaker Emily Jacir, in
collaboration with Monica Maurer who
worked in the PLO Film Unit in the
1970s, carried out the impossible act
of restoring these reels, which included
the heart-wrenching discovery that
many films disintegrated into dust
upon removing the canisters’ lids. The
restored film premiered in Jordan’s
Darat al Funun in 2015. It reconstructs
the history of Tel El Zaatar Camp
and tells the story of the destruction
and the resistance of its inhabitants
through the recollection of those
who survived the massacre. This
restoration includes severely damaged
fragments that tell their own stories
of surviving and resisting erasure;
fragments which Jacir refused to
discard, saying she would “find a
story in a grain of dust.”iii
The FilmTek, is a PFI initiative that
collaborates with cinema houses
such as CINEMATEK in Brussels, and
Cinémathèque Française in Paris, to
recirculate Palestinian film collections,
with a focus on locating and
cataloguing previously lost or stolen
films. Two such efforts are underway:
A digitized archive of Palestinian
films that were looted and hidden by
the Israeli government, in particular
during the invasion of Lebanon,
has been recently made available
by an anonymous Israeli filmmaker
with limited access to the Israeli
Defense Forces Archives. The PFI is
collaborating with other researchers
and filmmakers as part of an effort to
inventory these films and reclaim their
history by telling the stories and the
details of the time and place of their
making. Another collection that the PFI
is cataloging with a more positive spin
on its history is the aforementioned
Tokyo Palestine Film Reels,
comprising films made by British,
Italian, German, Palestinian, Egyptian,
Iraqi, and Japanese filmmakers

that document an era of collective
transnational history of revolutionary
filmmaking. The PFI believes that
unearthing this memory and making
it available is critical for putting in
context the colonial machinations of
continued erasures.
With no institutional address to
support film development and
dissemination, the PFI as an
organization has a unique access to
enable it to plug Palestinian filmmakers
and producers into the appropriate film
circuits for the necessary connections
to bring Palestinian films to life. Most
notable and for the fifth year in a row,
the PFI, in collaboration with Cannes
Docs 2022, is organizing the Palestine
Showcase at Marché du Film and
the Producer’s Spotlight for four
selected documentary filmmakers and
producers to participate in the festival.
Feature films that were produced
with the help of PFI and Cannes Doc
include Ibrahim by Lina Al-Abed, Their
Algeria by Lina Soualem, As I Want by
Samaher Alqadi, and Devil Drivers by
Mohamed Abu Ghaith.
Other efforts include regular
participation in the International
Documentary Film Festival in
Amsterdam (IDFA), with five selected
Palestinian films this year; a social
program called Finjan Qahwah (A
Cup of Coffee) that provides free

Cinematic Dialogs 4-ENG.
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consultations with PFI film experts and
is open to any filmmaker or producer
working in Palestine; and a student
exchange program in filmmaking
between INSAS (Institut Supérieur des
Arts) in Brussles and Dar al-Kalima
in Bethlehem. The PFI also holds
regular Cinematic Dialogues that
feature conversations with filmmakers
across the globe. These conversations
are streamed on their Instagram and
Facebook platforms, reaching 6,000+
and 12,000+ viewers, respectively.
Sadly, however, most Palestinian films
have a short lifespan that is often
limited to festival circuits, despite their
success and their positive reception
in festivals. This limited exposure
to viewership is central among the
concerns of the institute’s organizers.
Recognizing the importance of
online streaming in the culture of
film viewing, the PFI made available,
free-of-charge, an independent
film-screening platform, the Palestine
Film Platform (PFP). Secured by
the organizers’ efforts and their
valuable connections as producers
and filmmakers with distributors

worldwide, the PFI was able to secure
many films from distribution houses
and bring them to screens. This past
March, it launched the third season of
the PFP, with weekly free screenings
of Palestinian films. It also recently
succeeded in becoming part of NAAS,
a network of nongovernmental cinema
screens in the Arabic-speaking
region with viewers worldwide. This
season, NAAS features the PFI films
that include directors such as Elia
Suleiman, Annemarie Jacir, and Michel
Khleifi among many others.
By re-circulating and re-distributing
these films, the PFI platform has
become an official archive of
Palestine’s cinema, post-1990s and
post-Oslo. In essence, this platform
constitutes the third archival project
of the PFI FilmTek (in addition to
the Tokyo reels and the looted
IDFA archives). So, in the end, PFI
organizers realized that central
to the PFI mission of developing,
preserving, and circulating films is
their FilmTek program. Recognizing
the importance of such an archival
process, they decided to create the

Palestinian Film Festivals meeting-Festival du Cannes 2019

organization, the archive, and the
necessary infrastructure to make
visible Palestine’s cinematic culture
from a position in exile in Brussels, out
of reach of a brutal colonial entity. If
history is to be heeded, that’s a wise
decision.
The Palestine Film Institute (PFI) is at
the helm of making Palestinian films
visible and accessible. Established
in 2019, as a nongovernmental,
nonprofit, independent organization,
it is one of a few Palestinian
organizations that are rooted in the
tradition of committed cinema and
use independent films as a tool to
create social change and awakening.
PFI’s mission and goals revolve
around the belief that cinema, as an
artistic form of expression, has the
potential to change lives, and that

Palestinian films, from the cracks and
margins of world cinema, can be a
prism that can refract the experiences
of the oppressed everywhere. Check
out the PFI and follow it everywhere.
Salma Abu Ayyash is a Palestinian
American living in the United States.
She’s an engineer by training, a
social justice activist by disposition,
an actor, and an educator. Salma is
a founding member of the Boston
Palestine Film Festival and the
Center for Arabic Culture in Boston.
She volunteers at the Palestine Film
Institute (PFI).
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Palestinian Film
Platform- Season 2
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A Picture Is
Worth
a Thousand
Words
The British Mandate
Jerusalemites Photo
Library

By Mona Hajjar Halaby

A

few years ago, during one of my visits to Jerusalem, I sat
down for lunch at the Bistro at Notre Dame Guest House
with Vera, a Jerusalem friend. As we savored our meal, a
Palestinian friend of hers, unknown to me, came up to our
table to greet her. I listened quietly to their conversation
when I heard the woman tell Vera excitedly, “Did you see
today’s photos on British Mandate Jerusalemites?” Vera laughed heartily and
introduced me as the creator of that page. The woman stood in shock and
exclaimed how honored she was to meet a celebrity!

In addition to those personal albums,
I’ve obtained photos from the
private collections of friends and
acquaintances. Every time I enter the
home of a Palestinian family, I ask
permission to scan their pre-1948
family photos. Sadly, some people
have none to offer, as they lost them
when driven out of their homes
during the Nakba of 1948, but others
were able to salvage their albums.
I wanted to make my collection
accessible to photo aficionados
and researchers interested in the
social history of Palestine. My first
thought was to publish a book of
photographs; however, it became
clear that it would be costly and
wouldn’t reach many people. A
friend suggested I create a social
media page to share my photos. I’m
glad I followed her advice.

Naim Adranly in the doorway of the Damiani
optician shop, Jerusalem, early 1940s.
Source: Adranly Family Photo Collection.

And that’s how British Mandate
Jerusalemites Photo Library was
born. From the start, I knew I
wanted to post photos without
inviting political debates. There are
other venues and forums where

people can express their political
views. I believe that photos are
powerful tools that speak for
themselves. My collection illustrates
Palestine’s rich history, culture, and

Young men and women picking wildflowers in springtime on the outskirts of Jerusalem
toward Bethlehem, c. 1940. Source: Halaby Family Photo Collection.

I am no celebrity, only the humble curator of British Mandate Jerusalemites
Photo Library (BMJ), a Facebook page that posts old black-and-white photos
of Jerusalem and its residents during the British Mandate period.
It all began in 2014 when I considered what to do with my extensive collection
of black-and-white digitized photos of Palestine dating from the late Ottoman
days up to 1948. I had acquired over 20,000 photos in all, some of which I’d
inherited from relatives who had photos of their special occasions, like family
weddings, picnics, school graduations, athletic events, and more.
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society. Although I definitely feel
strongly about the situation in
Palestine, I make sure to keep the
conversation on BMJ focused on
everyday life in Jerusalem in the
first half of the twentieth century.
My page depicts the sophisticated
social and intellectual life of
urbanite Palestinians in Jerusalem
pre-1948.
One of my goals as the curator
of this online archive is to allow
the stories of Palestinians to be
told through old black-and-white
photos lest they be forgotten, and
to preserve Palestinian history for
generations to come. For most
Palestinians who lost their homes
in 1948, family photos are the
only relics of the lives they led in
Palestine, the only tangible proof
that chronicles their stories and
the way of life that shaped them
before the Nakba.
For Palestinians scattered in
the diaspora, British Mandate
Jerusalemites Photo Library has
become a place to congregate and
reconnect with friends all over the

world. It has served as a bridge.
Children and grandchildren of
survivors of the Nakba all over the
globe – in Sydney, Dubai, Paris,
Beirut, New York – are meeting
up and exchanging information.
It doesn’t matter where you live.
When you’re on BMJ, you’re
bound to find a long-lost relative,
friend, acquaintance, fellow
student or teacher, colleague. This
connection in the diaspora has
been a pleasant and unexpected
surprise for me as the curator
of this collection. I never
anticipated that my page could
take on a life of its own.

History books list political events
that have shaped the world,
but photographs fill the spaces
between them. They’re the untold
stories that would have fallen
between the cracks had it not
been for the photographers who
captured them. Family photos
embody candid oral histories
that form an integral part of
understanding Palestinian social
history.

Grocer standing in front of his store
in the Old City of Jerusalem, c. 1910.
Source: Photographium.com.
Young men and women under the
waterfalls in Wadi Qilt, early 1940s.
Source: Halaby Family Photo Collection

For non-Palestinians, BMJ has
been an educational tool that
has showcased our people and
our society. An American friend
browsing through BMJ recently
looked at a Palestinian wedding
photograph from the 1920s, and
exclaimed, “This looks just like my
grandmother’s wedding photo!”
Those photos form a bridge.
They break down the notion of
“otherness.”

Young men and women dancing at the top of
the Mount of Temptation, Jericho, c. 1944.
Source: Halaby Family Photo Collection.

Old City bread seller, mid-1930s.
Source: American Colony Photo Dept.

Mona Hajjar Halaby is a writer
and educator. She is the creator
of British Mandate Jerusalemites
Photo Library, a Facebook
community page that posts
daily a photo of Jerusalem or
Jerusalemites from the lateOttoman period to the end of
the British Mandate. Mona is
also one of the researchers who
works on Jerusalem, We Are
Here, an interactive documentary
that takes viewers on tours of the
streets of Qatamon neighborhood
and through the remapping of
Jerusalem neighborhoods. She
has written a memoir entitled,
In My Mother’s Footsteps: A
Palestinian Refugee Returns
Home (Thread Books, UK: 2021).
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The Majazz
Project and
the Palestinian
Sound Archive
By Mo’min Swaitat

Until then, living in London for the
past few years, I’d collected vinyl
in an ad hoc way. I would stumble
across Arabic stuff every now
and then, but it was pretty hard
to come by, and Arabic cassettes
were nonexistent. I picked up vinyl
at second-hand shops whenever I
was back in the West Bank, but they
tended to be heavily scratched and
in poor condition. The Arabic music
I’d found was often new releases by
Arab bands and reissues by foreign
collectors.
Tariq took me to his archive and
began talking me through his
collection that was covered by a
thick layer of dust. He had mainly
Arabic pop, funk, jazz, and soul
from Palestine, Lebanon, Syria, Iraq,
Egypt, Tunisia, and Morocco, as
well as Yemeni-Jewish and IraqiJewish tapes. Walking through the
genres with me, he gave me some
background and helped me put
them into context. I was overawed
by what I’d stumbled across. The

In 2020, during the middle
of the COVID-19 pandemic
in Palestine, Londonbased artist Mo’min
Swaitat discovered a large
collection of cassette tapes
and records from his youth
in Jenin. Amongst them was
Riad Awwad’s Intifada, the
first album released in the
first Intifada, containing
revolutionary songs. It had
been lost for years after the
Israeli army confiscated all
the copies they could find
– 3,000 in all – and arrested
Awwad. Inspired, Swaitat
founded the Majazz Project,
a record label that focuses
on sampling, remixing, and
reissuing vintage Palestinian
and other Arabic cassettes.

B

eing a Palestinian Bedouin, with many prominent wedding
singers and musicians in my family, I have grown up
around music and have always been interested in it. As I
was raised during the chaos and upheaval of the second
Intifada, music has always grounded me – in both good
times and in bad. While my background is in theater
(I trained at Jenin’s Freedom Theatre under Juliano Mer Khamis until his
assassination in 2011, and then studied in London and Berlin), I gravitate
towards music when I feel lost and uncertain.
During the first COVID lockdown, I found myself stuck in Palestine for
about eight months, unable to return to my wife and daughter in the UK.
Since 2012, I had not spent that much time in my family home in Jenin in
the northern West Bank. The experience was hard, bittersweet, healing,
and nostalgic. Wandering around flea markets and familiar old shops, I
rediscovered Tariq Cassettes, a little music shop that was popular when
I was growing up. It was right next to my school, so after the bell rang,
we used to wait in line to spend our pocket money and buy new tapes for
five shekels. The man who ran it was my grandmother’s neighbor, so I
knew his face well. I saw that the shop was shuttered, so I knocked on the
owner’s door and asked whether he still had any tapes for sale.
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Landscape picture of part of the Majazz Project Collection that comprises more than 12,000 cassettes,
including studio-recorded and home-recorded albums as well as recordings of radio broadcasts,
interviews, and festival and field recordings, all of which are from or about Palestine.
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was the result of the album being
recorded in the living room of the
Awwad family.

Singer and composer Riad Awwad sampling drum sounds in his family home in Jerusalem for the 1987
Intifada album that was re-issued by the Majazz Project in 2022. Majazz Project Collection.

tapes felt like such a vital part of
Palestinian and broader Arab cultural
history and heritage, now unloved
and nearly forgotten. I bought several
hundred cassettes on the spot, a
big haul, looking out for particular
artists, even cassette covers, that
I connected with and was pleased
to find tape after tape of Bedouin
field recordings that have inspired
so much of the Palestinian wedding
music genre. These tend to be made
up of psychedelic riffs on the arghul,
an instrument that sounds a bit
like a bagpipe, and on the mijwiz, a
bamboo pipe which produces very
hypnotic, quite mournful sounds.
There’s a lot of improvised spoken
word put to electronic music which
makes not only great dance tracks
(for the traditional dabke dancing
popular at weddings among youth
and some of the elderly alike) but is
also a really important part of our
history and culture as a marginalized
community. The other tapes I bought
in bulk were anything Palestinian
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that was produced during the first
and second Intifadas. Given that I
was born during the first Intifada,
and having come of age during the
second, these were the soundtracks
of my youth.
I thought I knew roughly what I could
expect, but the collection turned out
to be full of surprises. There was a
yellow cassette without a case with
the word “Intifada” handwritten on
a sticker but no other information.
As soon as I put it on, I knew it was
special. Many tracks were really
infectious, with beautiful and stirring
lyrics about identity, belonging,
the Palestinian relationship to land,
and revolution. At one point on
the album, singer Riad Awwad
introduced himself and his sisters
and mentioned Hanan Awwad and
Mahmoud Darwish, one of the
best-known Palestinian poets, as coauthors of one of the tracks. But still,
I had little to go on. There was a hiss
on the album, which I later found out

Digging deeper, I got in contact with
Riad’s sister Hanan, who features on
and co-wrote songs for the album.
She told me the story of her brother,
Riad, a musician from Jerusalem
who had studied engineering: The
week after the first Intifada began, he
gathered his sisters, and they began
to record tracks he had written for
them. There was an urgency to the
whole process. Riad made 3,000
copies of the cassettes and began
to distribute them around the Old
City of Jerusalem. Some found their
way to the West Bank. Hanan said
that as you walked through the Old
City, you could hear the cassette
playing in shops, homes, and cafés.
It became a kind of first soundtrack
of the Intifada. Once the Israeli army
got wind of this, they immediately
confiscated all the copies they could
find, arresting and detaining Riad,
who was tortured and held without
trial for several months. Not even
Hanan had been able to listen to the
cassette since then, as she couldn’t
find a copy anywhere. So she was
overjoyed when she discovered that I
had a cassette that had survived.
After Riad was released from jail, he
began teaching kids across Palestine
about music, using equipment he
was able to make because he had a
background in engineering. Riad also
formed a new band called Palestinian
Union. But tragically, he was killed in
a car crash in 2005.
During the rest of the lockdown, I
visited shops and collectors and
was able to accumulate a collection
of several thousand cassettes
and records that I took back to
London with me (it was certainly an
“interesting” experience having to
explain this at the Israeli-Jordanian

Riad Awwad did not live to
see how popular his music
would become with people
around the world. But his
music lives on in defiance
of censorship, and young
Palestinians in Palestine
and in the diaspora as well
as listeners in all corners of
the globe can now connect
with the fascinating music,
history, and politics of
Palestine and the region.

The cassette cover of Ziad Rahbani’s album
Houdu Nisbi. Majazz Project Collection. This
album has just been reissued on vinyl for the first
time in April 2022 by the sound label We Want
Sound, London.

The cover of Marcel Khalife’s album Ya Mahla
Nourha. Majazz Project Collection.
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The cover of an album by the Iraqi band The
Road. This album was released in the 1980s as
part of Iraq’s support of the Palestinians. Majazz
Project Collection.

The cover of an album of Palestinian Bedouin
music field-recorded by Atif Swaitat and Qasim
Swaitat at a wedding in northern central Palestine
in the 1970s. Majazz Project Collection.

The cover of an album home-recorded in 1988 by
Sumood, a Palestinian jazz/funk band from Akka.
Majazz Project Collection.
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border). I was lucky enough to
be awarded a £20,000 fund from
Jerwood Arts during the pandemic
and thus was able to buy mixing
and sound equipment, open a
pop-up record store, and found a
record label that in 2021 became
the Majazz Project, a collaboration
between Arab and non-Arab DJs,
producers, and artists interested in
shedding new light on the richness
and diversity of Arabic –and
particularly Palestinian – musical
heritage. Majazz will keep putting out
releases and do everything possible
to safeguard the archive and bring
new life to it through remixes,
samples, and collaborations with
contemporary DJs, producers, and
musicians.
Majazz now has a show on London’s
NTS Radio, called the Palestinian
Sound Archive, where you can get
a flavor of what we do. We hope
to become stronger as the label
grows and evolves. In April 2022,
we put out an album with remixed
interviews with my mentor Juliano
Mer Khamis (1958–2011). The
label is about so much more than
just releasing songs as dance or
background music. We aim to revive
a sense of joy and celebration, much
needed after so much Palestinian
suffering, sure. But more than that,
we aim to preserve the work and
memory of the many artists who
have formed the backbone of our
cultural identity. Palestinian archives
have been looted, dismantled,
censored, and destroyed since
the Nakba. There is true power in
reclaiming these sounds and stories
and in platforming the incredible
range of artists who were making
music during such fascinating and
turbulent periods of Palestinian
history. The label is as much about
sharing their stories as it is about

the albums themselves. And it feels
particularly powerful that the label
is Palestinian-run. There are a few
international labels that are putting
out some amazing Arab tracks – and
there’s a whole other discussion to
be had around that – but I feel an
immense sense of pride in knowing
that these albums are available
to listeners around the world yet
ultimately remain in our hands.
Moreover, the reissues are borne
out of a very close collaboration and
discussion with the artists and their
families.
We are going to reissue as much as
we can and, in the long term, work
on making everything accessible
online as well as in a physical
venue in Palestine. The plan has
always been to build an audio-visual
immersive digital platform, where
people can discover more about the
history behind each song/genre,
building on my love of both theater
and cinema. Upcoming releases are
going to be reissues of recordings
by Al Fajr, a Palestinian-German
revolutionary band, and by Zeinab
Shaath who sang the amazing folk

song “The Urgent Call of Palestine”
(a collaboration with the American
label Discostan). We’re also
researching and reissuing the work
of George Cormoz, a Palestinian
singer-songwriter and early
ethnographer who made albums with
villagers across the West Bank and
whose album From Ansar to Askalan
we released for a short run during
this year’s Palestinian Prisoners’ Day
and broadcast to prisoners across
the West Bank.
Mo’min Swaitat is a Londonbased actor, writer, director, and
founder of the Majazz Project, a
record label and research platform
borne out of the Palestinian Sound
Archive radio program. You can
listen to the Majazz Project on
soundcloud (https://soundcloud.
com/user585637463).
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Atif and Qasim Swaitat playing a
live gig at a Palestinian wedding in
northern Palestine in the 1980s.
Majazz Project Collection.
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RIWAQ Archive
The Registry of Cultural
Heritage in Palestine

By Yousef Taha

T

he documentation of cultural heritage in Palestine has
always been related to the mission, or systems of control, of
colonial and/or Western regimes. The interest in Palestine’s
geography and history among Western powers, especially
the British, started before their colonization. Between
1871 and 1877, the London-based Palestine Exploration
Fund carried out the “Survey of Western Palestine” to
register and document the Biblical archaeology in Palestine, accompanied
by illustrations and drawings. This survey covered 56 percent of Palestine
and produced 26 very accurate maps and 13 volumes of text. It reflected an
orientalist description of Palestine with a focus on the Biblical story of the

land. From 1915 to the beginning of
World War II, the British-Australian
and the Ottoman-Bavarian fleets
embarked on the systematic
documentation of Palestine from
above via air photography as part of
the war dynamics, tracking enemy
movements during wars. During the
British colonial era (1917 to 1948),
surveys and aerial photographs were
carried out in Palestine, motivated
by warfare technical and scientific
imageries.
The catastrophic loss of Palestine
following the Nakba (1948) left a

RIWAQ’s archive
consists of Palestinian
documentation of
Palestine’s cultural heritage
that focuses on social and
communal life and built
heritage. Expressing the
Palestinian point of view, it
shows Palestinian cultural
heritage as a source of
identity and belonging and
highlights Palestinians and
their contribution to the
production of knowledge
of cultural heritage in
general and in Palestine in
particular.

cataclysmic impact on Palestine’s
cultural heritage, manifested, among
other aspects, in the destruction of
hundreds of villages and towns. The
subsequent Israeli documentation of

The historic center of Jamma’in, southwest of Nablus.
Photo by Lana Judeh, 2011, RIWAQ Photo Archive.
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This black-and-white chromogenic photo gives an
overview of the historic center of Yatta, south of
Hebron, in the 1980s. Photo from the Suad Amiry
Photo Collection, Riwaq Photo Archive.

Black-and-white chromogenic photo of
Khribet Abu Falah, northeast of Ramallah,
in the 1980s. Photo from the Suad Amiry
Collection, Riwaq Photo Archive.

cultural heritage in Palestine was
selective and conducted with the
aim of laying claims over Palestine.
Thus, the documentation of
traditional architecture in Palestine
was carried out to serve the
colonial agendas, the consolidation
of their power, and their control of
the Palestinians rather than scientific
or knowledge concerns.
According to the British Mandate
laws of 1929 – which adopted
the 1906 Ottoman decree for
antiquities – what can be protected
and registered should have been
built before 1700, which excludes
a huge number of historic buildings
in Palestine. Moreover, the 1929
law allowed for trade in antiquities.
Thereafter, consecutive laws
issued during the Jordanian rule
(in 1966) and under the Israeli
civil administration (in 1978 for
Jerusalem) adopted the British
Mandate laws of 1929 without
significant changes.

that time, RIWAQ realized the
need to have a comprehensive
national database that would allow
Palestinians to discover, document,
and preserve their cultural heritage.
The first initiative was carried out
after RIWAQ’s establishment in
1991 by heritage activists and public
space enthusiasts through the project
titled RIWAQ’s Registry of Historic
Buildings in Palestine. It resulted in
a comprehensive database of the
historic buildings in the entire West
Bank and Gaza Strip, focusing on
the Ottoman period, which the earlier
Western surveys and expeditions had
overlooked.

Following the 1993 Oslo Agreement,
RIWAQ Centre for Architectural
Conservation was the first Palestinian
organization that considered
Palestine’s cultural heritage as a
national asset that could contribute
to sustainable development. At

From 1994 until 2004, the registry
documented 50,320 historic
buildings in 422 localities in cities
and villages in the West Bank,
including East Jerusalem, and the
Gaza Strip. In addition, the registry
produced 400 accurate GIS maps
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and more than 45,000 photographs
of historic buildings. RIWAQ’s
registry was the fruit of fieldwork
carried out by RIWAQ’s team and
students from Palestinian universities
(Birzeit University, Al-Najah National
University, the Palestine Polytechnic
University of Hebron, and Islamic
University of Gaza). The fieldwork
was based on questionnaires, on-site
plan sketches, and photography. The
questionnaires explored the buildings
and their physical condition and
provided ownership information.
In 2006, the RIWAQ registry was
published in three volumes and
as an online database.i The first
volume contains an introduction, the
methodology, the localities covered
by the study, and sketches that
show unique details and features.
It focuses mainly on buildings that
are at least half a century old. The
second volume presents the results
of the fieldwork. It gives detailed
reports of the conditions and
ownership as well as architectural
descriptions of buildings in
sixteen governorates, eleven
of which are in the West Bank
(Ramallah and Al-Bireh, Nablus,
Jenin, Tubas, Tulkarem, Qalqilia,
Jericho, Jerusalem, Bethlehem,
Salfit, and Hebron). The other
five governorates are located in

the Gaza Strip (North Gaza, Gaza
City, Deir al-Balah, Khan Younis,
and Rafah). The registry could not
cover around 10 percent of the West
Bank and Gaza, however, due to
political and logistical issues. The
reports were connected to a GIS map
that shows the building locations
and related information. The third
volume is the illustrated registry.
It highlights the human value and
physical condition of this heritage
and documents the social life in
the historic centers of towns and
villages and the spatial relation of the
historical buildings in their natural or
urban context.
In 2018, a law for the protection
of cultural heritage in Palestine
was enacted through a presidential
decree. In fact, the formulation of
the law article was the result of
collaboration among four Palestinian
cultural heritage organizations

A group of historic buildings in Bani Na’em,
south of Hebron, in the 1980s. A black-andwhite chromogenic photo from the Suad Amiry
Photo Collection, Riwaq Photo Archive.

Black-and-white chromogenic photo of the
historic center of Yatta, south of Hebron, in the
1980s. Photo from the Suad Amiry Collection,
Riwaq Photo Archive.
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Decorated stone windows in the castles of Kur, Tulkarem governate.
Photo by Ziya Gafic, 2013, Riwaq Photo Archive.

(RIWAQ, the Centre for Cultural
Heritage Preservation, the Hebron
Rehabilitation Committee, and
Taawon Welfare Association), the
Ministry of Tourism and Antiquities,
and the UNESCO office in Ramallah
and entailed a series of roundtable
discussions with stakeholders.
However, this law came five decades
after the last law for cultural heritage
in Palestine, namely the 1966
Jordanian law for the West Bank.
The 2018 law is the first Palestinian
law for the protection of cultural
heritage in Palestine, and it instantly
protects what was built before
1917 and after. Nevertheless, for
the buildings that were constructed
after 1917, a national register/list
must be compiled by the Ministry of
Tourism and Antiquities. According
to the law, this national register/list
is required to explain and document
the significance and importance of
safeguarding the buildings that were
constructed after 1917. Currently, the
Ministry of Tourism and Antiquities
is working on creating a national
database for the historic buildings
in Palestine. However, existing
bureaucracy and logistics are likely to
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hinder the production of the needed
registry/list before further losses
occur to the built heritage.
RIWAQ’s Registry of Historic
Buildings in Palestine is important
because it is the first comprehensive
national registry of its kind for one of
the most endangered components
of Palestine’s cultural and natural

heritage (architectural heritage) in the
West Bank, including Arab Jerusalem
and the Gaza Strip. But now, sixteen
years after its publication, a revisit
is needed to account for the current
conditions of the registered historic
buildings. From our site visits, we
know that we have lost a huge
amount of our built heritage. RIWAQ
estimates that more than 20 percent
of our built heritage has been
destroyed in the last two decades.
In particular, villages such as Dura,
Kafr Nemeh, Al-Sheyoukh, and Yabad
have lost more than two-thirds of
their heritage. This loss is due to
unplanned urban expansion and a
lack of awareness of the buildings’
importance.
Ever since its establishment, RIWAQ
has believed in the importance
of documenting the history of
architecture in Palestine. There are
very few publications produced by
Palestinians that address this field;
the majority of the publications about
Palestine are about Biblical sites and
written mostly by Western scholars.

RIWAQ’s Archive of
Cultural Heritage stitches
together fragmented
Palestine and serves as a
tool to strengthen identity
and belonging.
To fill this gap, RIWAQ published
a monograph series on the history
of architecture in Palestine. The
themes of these publications are
related mainly to the architecture of
certain towns, certain architectural
features or phenomena, restoration
techniques, and restoration projects
carried out by RIWAQ, such as
the traditional tiles, throne village
castles, or caravanserais as well
as RIWAQ technical guidelines for
the restoration of historic buildings
in Palestine. So far, RIWAQ has
published 24 books on architectural
history in Palestine, with an average
of one publication per year. The first

The historic center of Deir Ammar, northwest of Ramallah.
Photo by Tanya Habjouqa, 2013, RIWAQ Photo Archive.
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The historic center of Rantis village, northwest of Ramallah.
Photo by Lana Judeh, 2011, RIWAQ Photo Archive.

book was published in 2000, and
titled The Traditional Tiles in Palestine,
whereas the last is titled The Vigilant
Eyes of the Sovereign: The Palestine
Police between the Ottoman Reforms
and Tegart’s Colonial Plan (2020).
Currently, RIWAQ is working on
Mills in Palestine: An Industry That
Was Devastated by the Industrial
Revolution as well as the book
Modern Palestine: The Architectural
Unfulfilled Promise! Due to the

pandemic, mobility restrictions, and
in a conscious act toward knowledge
distribution and accessibility, RIWAQ
has initiated an online shop that is
dedicated to the distribution of books
and e-books to a larger audience.ii
RIWAQ’s archive contains a
huge photographic collection that
documents the cultural heritage
in Palestine. The photographic
collection contains more than 50,000

analog photographs and more
than 100,000 digital photographs,
with the oldest items dating back
to the 1980s. The photos were
commissioned by professional
photographers and cover the RIWAQ
team’s work process and Suad
Amiry’s documentation of rural
Palestine during the 1980s. This
photographic collection stands
witness to the radical transformations
that the Palestinian cultural landscape
has suffered from, particularly at the
end of the twentieth century.
Archives are perceived as the
memory of a nation. Archival
documents, transcripts, photos, and
maps narrate the everyday life of
a given society. They bear witness
to the main crucial turning points
in the history of a society and its
accumulated knowledge. But the
majority of archives in Palestine
are affected by their unique context
that is related to the catastrophic
colonial fragmentation that Palestine
suffered in the twentieth century.
Nevertheless, RIWAQ’s archive is a

Ceiling painting in Nazareth’s old city from the book Wall and Ceiling Paintings in Notable Palestinian
Mansions in the Late Ottoman Period 1856–1917. Photo by Mia Grondahl, Riwaq Photo Archive.
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valuable resource for researchers and
students and one of the accredited
references for the cultural heritage in
Palestine. Beyond the regular benefits
of an archive, RIWAQ’s archive
serves to protect and manage what
is left of the Palestinian built heritage
rather than statically focusing on
the past. Although RIWAQ has
made strides in rendering available
its accumulated knowledge in an
organized database, much work is
still needed. One of the organization’s
main goals and dreams is to have
its archive organized and sorted
in an online database that is easily
accessible to students, researchers,
governmental organizations, and
others.
Yousef Taha has been working
as an architect and a restorer of
historic buildings for RIWAQ since
2011. He received his bachelor’s
degree in architecture from Birzeit
University in 2009 and his master’s
degree in built heritage from the
University of Malta in 2020. Yousef
has participated in numerous
workshops and training sessions
related to conservation, such
as Stone Conservation (SC17)
organized by ICCROM in 2018
in Mexico City, and in various
workshops related to archive
preservation and digitization held
by the Arab Image Foundation (AIF)
and the Middle East Photograph
Preservation Initiative.
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i
RIWAQ, Registry of Historic Buildings, available at https://www.riwaq.org/riwaq-register/registry-historicbuildings.
ii

Please visit www.books.riwaq.org.
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Palästina in
18 German
Archives
By Carol Khoury

S

tudying Palestine, regardless of
motivations and scope, has been
a common interest among many
Western countries since at least
the mid-seventeenth century. One
can argue, however, that the early
foundations of “Palestine studies”
in its current form were laid in the very early
twentieth century with a cornerstone contribution
by the German scholar Gustaf Dalman, who was
the first to use the term Palästinawissenschaft (lit.:
Palestine science).

Archives in North Rhine-Westphalia
(LNW):ii The German Society of the
Holy Sepulchre was the first among
Germanophone Catholic missionaries
to appear in Palestine shortly after
its founding in Cologne in 1855,
but starting in 1895 it became the
German Society of the Holy Land.
Famous for setting up and managing
institutions such as Tabgha Pilgrims’
House, the Paulus Hospice, and
Dormition Abbey, the society started
in 1857 to publish The Holy Land:
Journal of the Society of the Holy
Sepulcher that later became The
Holy Land: Journal of the Society of
the Holy Land. In 1927, the society
started publishing News Bulletin of
the German Society of the Holy Land.
All issues of all three publications
can be found in LNWas well as in
the library of Dormition Abbey in
Jerusalem.

The famous German Society for the
Exploration of Palestine, alternatively
called the German Palestine Society,
was founded in 1877. In 1878 in
Leipzig, it started publishing the
Journal of the German Palestine
Society that later became the official
journal of the German Protestant
Institute of Archaeology (GPIA; more
information available under Gottlieb
Schumann Institute below). All its
issues are available in the institute’s
library and in LNW.
Archive of the Regional Church,
Stuttgart:iii One of the most prominent
personalities of the Germanophone
missionary movement was without
doubt Johann Ludwig Schneller,
founder of the Syrian Orphanage.

Palestine East Mediterranean School Map “The
Lands of the Holy Scriptures” before 1914.
Available at LNW, Archivsuche | Archive in
Nordrhein Westfalen | (nrw.de).xix

The Germans were much invested in Palestine, as
evidenced in the extremely diverse and branched
archives on Palestine collected by Germans and
available now in Germany, in other Germanspeaking or European countries, as well as in
Palestine. A detailed survey of all sources is beyond
the scope of this article; nonetheless, the partial
survey of archives presented below aspires to
attract new interest and to serve as a starting point
for further investigation. This alphabetical list of
sources is in no way comprehensive or complete,
but it is certainly a journey of institutional archives
as well as a journey back in time.i Enjoy!
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From the year 1862 on, Schneller
published the Annual Report of the
Syrian Orphanage in Jerusalem.
Beginning in 1886, he also released a
journal with more general information
on his missionary activities,
called The Messenger from Zion, later
renamed The Schneller Messenger.
The main part of the orphanage’s
archive ended up in Stuttgart; another
part found its way into the collection
of the Ben-Zvi Institute that now
holds a few diaries and about 750
photographs. Some pictures date
back as far as the turn of the century,
but the bulk of them were taken in the
1920s and 1930s and mostly capture
images of the daily life of orphanage
employees.
The archive also contains about
10,000 pictures taken by worthmentioning missionary Paul Hommel.
A professional photographer from
Stuttgart, he travelled around Palestine
numerous times from 1927 on, taking
photos of missionary establishments,
local inhabitants, and Jewish and
German settlements. Hommel’s
collection ended up in Stuttgart. The
photos are found in the collection
“Bildnissammlung historische Fotos
aus Palästina.”
Bavarian State Archives, Munich:iv
Even though Germany’s military
presence in Palestine was very
short (c. mid-1917 to c. September
1918), the Germanophone archives
offer a treasure of written and visual
archival material for the whole
duration of WWI. By far, the largest
and most comprehensive collection of
photographs is held by the Bavarian
State Archives. Available online, it
consists of nearly 3,000 photos,
around 400 of which are ground
photographs while the rest are aerial
ones taken between November 1917
and September 1918 by the Bavarian
Air Force Department 304 for the
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Ages, the Protestant Church was
the first to commence direct activity
in Palestine by establishing a joint
British-Prussian bishopric in 1841.
Protestant missions in Palestine were
supported initially by the Jerusalem
Society and later on by the Jerusalem
Foundation. Both foundations initially
assisted existing establishments,
and from the 1860s onward founded
their independent communities. In
1853, Annual Report of the Jerusalem
Society started to appear. The issues
from the years 1853–1881 can be
found at the GPIA. Today, the archive
holds documents of these institutions
as well as the files of the Protestant
Church’s Office of Exterior Relations
that are concerned with the Jerusalem
community.
First page of Clara Ratzka’s Das auferstandene
Palästina (The Resurrected Palestine), a
travelogue written in 1928. Available at Münster
city archive.xx

Jildirim Army Group. They map in
detail neighboring territories and all
regions of Palestine from Saida to
Gaza. This unique and novel collection
(the airplane was just being developed
at this time) offers a sort of visual
encyclopedia of Palestine and may
be used to acquire different data
for a range of research focuses. All
photographs are described in detail
in German. One hundred of these
photographs were chosen by Dalman
(see more under Gottlieb Schumacher
Institute) and published in 1925 in
Hundert Deutsche Fliegerbilder aus
Palästina (One Hundred German
Aerial Photographs from Palestine).
Dormition Abbey Library,
Jerusalem:v This archive holds mostly
the same material as the LNV.
Evangelical Central Archives,
Berlin:vi While German missionaries
to Palestine date back to the Middle

Forum for International Photography,
Mannheim:vii Part of the ReissEngelhorn Museums in Mannheim, the
Forum for International Photography
in Germany holds presumably the first
coherent collection of photographs
from Palestine. It also holds 36 unique
photos of Jerusalem from 1864
by Jakob Lorent, and a 220-item
collection of photos of religious and
Biblical sites in the Levant by the Reiß
siblings.
Friedrich Schiller University, Jena:
Here, one finds the Alphons Stübel
Collection of Early P
 hotographs of
the Orient.viii It comprises about 550
pictures taken in the Levant before
1904 (mostly mid- and late nineteenth
century). A small part of the collection
is accessible online, of which 61
photos are recognized as being from
Palestine. Most were taken by the
Bonfils Studio.
German Archive of Photographers:
One of the private collections from
WWI’s Palestine front belongs to
Rudolf Kroll,ix at the time a German
Imperial Radio operator. His photos
show soldiers as well as local

Foreign archives are
works of magic. They
serve as windows for their
creators; they serve as
mirrors for their subjects.

inhabitants. Around 40 items can be
seen in high quality and downloaded
from the website.
German Federal Archives, Berlin:x
One year after the joint BritishPrussian bishopric was founded in
1841, Prussia in 1842 was the first
Germanophone state to establish a
consulate in Jerusalem, and later
established vice-consulates in
Acre, Haifa, and Jaffa. The original
documents of these bodies are held in
the Israel State Archives in Jerusalem
(as are those of the Austrian consulate
in Jerusalem (1903–1938), some of
the Templer colonies’ documents, and
documents of local National Socialist
German Workers’ party [NSDAP or
Nazi party] cells). About half of these
sources are scanned and uploaded
in very high quality. The German
authorities after WWI copied the
consulate’s 2,700 files and distributed
them amongst German state archives,
including the Political Archive of the
Federal Foreign Office in Berlin, and
numerous regional branches of the
Federal Archives.
Aside from copies of the consular
documents from Palestine, the Federal
Archives hold a collection of some
100 photographs from Palestine
from WWI and individual pictures
from later periods. Several personal
collections of officers and soldiers
of the German army comprise not
only further photos, memoires, and
correspondence but also operational
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historical conditions of Palestine.
Its cartographical collection also
deserves attention, as it contains
historical maps of Palestine from the
seventeenth century on, and military
maps used by the British and German
armies in 1917–1918. Furthermore,
the Dalman Institute holds all issues of
the GPIA’s Annual Review on Palestine
of the German Protestant Institute
for Archaeology of the Holy Land in
Jerusalem, published 1905–1941.

Gustaf Dalman, c. 1902.
Available at Greifswald
University.xxi

maps of war activities, flight logbooks,
and similar material of military nature.
Berlin’s Federal Archives furthermore
contain two files of particular interest
to military history: The first includes
photographs of mostly buildings
and landscape by Franz Gürtner, a
German officer who travelled across
the Levant, including Palestine, in
1917–1918. The second piece is
a book called Luftgeographische
Beschreibung von SyrienPalästina (Aerial Description of the
Geography of Syria-Palestine). It was
printed in 1941 for the internal use of
the German army and could represent
a fascinating supplement to the aerial
photographs from WWI.
German Protestant Institute of
Archaeology in the Holy Land
(GPIA), Jerusalem:xi In 1900,
the German Protestant Institute of
Archaeology (GPIA), the research Unit
of the German Protestant Institute for
Classical Studies of the Holy Land,
was established in Jerusalem, and
the theologian Gustaf Dalman became
its first director. Dalman ranks high
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in terms of material and intellectual
legacy. Working in Palestine
1900–1914, and on Palestine until
his death in 1941, Dalman left a
tremendous amount of material
and various collections: stones,
wood pieces, animals, 314 stuffed
birds, a herbarium of over 900 plant
species, objects of daily use, musical
instruments, coins, clothing, an
archaeological collection, limestone
models of oil presses and graves, as
well as an extensive photo collection
and a library.
The main body of Dalman’s
collection, about 15,000 items
(mostly photographs), is held by
the Gustaf D
 alman Institute of Ernst
Moritz University in Greifswald,
where Dalman taught after returning
to Germany. Some 2,000 pictures
are accessible online; the remaining
about 300 pictures remain in glass
negatives at the GPIA offices on
the Mount of Olives in Jerusalem.
In addition, the Gustaf Dalman
Institute holds a rich library, mostly
in German, on the physical and

Other GPIA holdings include all
issues of the Journal of the German
Palestine Society, published by the
German Palestine Society (see LNW);
the Annual Report from the years
1853–1881, issued by the Jerusalem
Society and the Jerusalem Foundation
(see explanation under Evangelical
Central Archives); all publications
issued by the German Society of the
Holy Sepulchre (see LNW) during the
years 1870–1930; and the issues
of Hoffmann’s Sentinel (see Temple
Society Archive, Stuttgart) published
in 1895 and from 1898 to 1904.
GPIA also holds the issues published
in 1881 and 1886–1891 of
Jerusalem: An Annual Paper for the
Promotion of Scientifically Accurate
Knowledge of Palestine Today and in
the Past. It was the second scholarly
journal on Palestine (after the Journal
of the German Palestine S
 ociety
explained under LNW), and appeared
in Jerusalem 1881–1913.
Gottlieb Schumacher Institute (GSI),
Haifa:xii This archive is very important.
Situated in Haifa’s Keller House, the
Gottlieb Schumacher Institute (GSI)
holds materials collected from the
houses of Templers, most notably
from the documents and private
belongings of the architect Karl Rugg,
the founder and correspondent of the
NSDAP cell in Palestine, and all issues
of Hofmann’s Sentinel (see Temple
Society Archive, Stuttgart).

Gustaf D
 alman Institute,
Greifswald:xiii As explained under
German Protestant Institute of
Archaeology in the Holy Land, the
main body of Gustaf Dalman’s
work, about 15,000 items (mostly
photographs), is held by the Gustaf
Dalman Institute of Ernst Moritz
University in Greifswald, where
Dalman taught after returning to
Germany.
Humboldt University, Berlin:xiv This
archive contains the collection of
Hugo Greßmann, one of the many
theologians who visited Palestine and
was hosted by GPIA. He travelled
around Palestine in 1906 and brought
back to Germany his whole collection
of some 1,500 glass negatives that
were mainly bought from American
Colony photographers.
Museum Ludwig, Cologne:xv Similar
to the collections held at the Forum for
International Photography, Museum
Ludwig in Cologne holds three notable
collections. Here, one can find an
album of photos taken in the 1850s
by Wilhelm von Herford, an employee
of the Prussian consulate, and
another album called Jérusalem by
Auguste Salzman, dating from 1855.
In addition, there is the Francis Firth
collection from 1860, titled Sinai und
Palästina.
Museum of Ethnography,
Stockholm:xvi Sweden owns an
interesting Germanophone source
on Palestine, held at the Museum
of Ethnography in Stockholm. It
contains a travelogue in German
titled Jerusalem (published in Leipzig
in 1918) along with 83 negatives,
which are the result of a journey to the
Palestinian front in 1916, taken by the
famous Swedish explorer Sven Hedin.
Political Archive of the Federal
Foreign Office in Berlin: See
explanation under Federal Archives,
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These archives contain treasures
about the history of Palestine and
Germany’s interest in Palestine,
the Holy Land. As more and more
archives are being digitized and
made available online, one can only
expect to learn more about this topic.
Overall, the rich material currently
already available gives a fair insight,
notwithstanding the dear need to
make it accessible to a wider audience
by providing fuller translations.

A page of Dalman’s book, with the grid placed on top of photo to correspond to the annotated caption.
Photo by author.

Carol Khoury is a translator and editor
who currently serves as the managing
editor of the Jerusalem Quarterly and
Editor-at-Large at Asymptote - World
Literature in Translation.

Note: Given the limited scope of this article
and for easier reading, the German names of
the institutions and publications have been
omitted. Access to most of the institutions can
be found in links provided in the endnotes.
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i
This survey’s findings are based mainly on a search using archivportal-d.de and deutsche-digitalebibliothek.de.

Berlin, regarding originals at Israel
State Archives.
Temple Society Archive, Stuttgart:
The Templers have a huge presence
in several archives. According to
the current website of the Temple
Society, “The name ‘Temple,’ based
on New Testament texts … expresses
itself through the members of the
community who see themselves as
living components of God’s temple.”
In a sense, they were the spearhead
of the direct Germanophone
colonization of Palestine that
commenced in 1868; however, their
founder and s piritual leader Christoph
Hoffman was in Palestine for over a
decade prior to that year. In 1845,
Hoffmann started publishing South
German Sentinel, which later became
the official mouthpiece of the Temple
Society. Until 1949, the Sentinel (it
changed names several times: The
Temple’s Sentinel and Jerusalem
Sentinel) kept an up-to-date record
of what happened in the colonies.
Stuttgart’s Archive of the Temple
Society holds, in addition to a full
record of the Sentinel publications,
xvii
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all works of the society’s founder
and spiritual leader Christoph
Hoffmann and his collaborators,
reports by the Templers, and a
collection of all a vailable works on
the Templers’ history. Moreover, it
holds a genealogical collection on the
members, as well as literature on and
photographs of Palestine.
The Loytved-Hardegg family archive
has material that dates back to the
year 1838, collected by Georg David
Hardegg, the Temple Society’s worldly
leader and early mayor of the Haifa
colony.xviii

ii

For more information, please visit Archive in Nordrhein Westphalen at https://www.archive.nrw.de/.

iii

See Landeskirchliches Archiv, Stuttgart, available at https://www.archiv.elk-wue.de/.

iv

See Bayerisches Hauptstaatsarchiv, available at https://www.gda.bayern.de/archive/hauptstaatsarchiv/.

v

See Dormitio Abtei Jerusalem, available at http://www.dormitio.net/abtei/index.html.

vi
See Evangelisches Zentralarchiv Berlin, available at https://ezab.de/benutzung.html, for searches go to
http://kab.scopearchiv.ch/suchinfo.aspx.
vii

See Reiss-Engelhorn-Museen, Forum Internationale Photographie, available at https://www.remmannheim.de/forum-internationale-photographie/, and https://www.rem-mannheim.de/sammlungen/
forum-internationale-photographie/.

viii

For more information, please visit https://www.uni-jena.de/191220-orientforschung.

ix

To view the collection, visit Deutsche Fotothek at https://www.deutschefotothek.de/, search for Rudolph
Kroll, and view photographs nos. 68 to 106.

x

To search the Bundesarchiv, please visit https://www.bundesarchiv.de/DE/Navigation/Home/home.html.

xi

For more information, please visit the website of the Deutsches Evangelisches Institut für die
Altertumswissenschaften des Heiligen Landes (DEI) at https://www.deiahl.de/en/.

xii
For more information, please visit the website of the Gottlieb-Schumacher-Institut zur Erforschung
des christlichen Beitrages zum Wiederaufbau Palästinas im 19. Jahrhundert at https://resau.haifa.
ac.il/2017/01/30/the-gottlieb-schumacher-institute/.

In Australia, where many Templers
were interned during WWII, the
Temple Society has its own archive at
the Temple Society Australia Archives
in Melbourne.

xiii
For more information, please visit the website of the Gustaf Dalman Institut at https://theologie.unigreifswald.de/gdi/.

The Unity Archives, Herrnhut: The
Moravian Church, which maintained
a hospital for lepers in Jerusalem,
known in English by its latter name
Hansen Hospital, has several of its
files here, with some dating back as
far as the nineteenth century.

xvi

xiv

For more information, please visit Humboldt-Universität Berlin, Sammlung historischer Palästinabilder,
available at https://www.theologie.hu-berlin.de/de/professuren/stellen/at/palaestina.

xv
To search the collection of Museum Ludwig, please visit the website https://museum-ludwig.kulturelleserbe-koeln.de/.

For more information, please visit Carlotta Museum’s website and search for Sven Hedin, Jerusalem, at
https://collections.smvk.se/carlotta-em/web.

xvii

For more information, please visit the website of the Tempelgesellschaft at https://www.
tempelgesellschaft.de/en/home.php.
xviii

For more information, please contact the Templergesellschaft and visit https://archivfuehrer-kolonialzeit.
de/loytved-hardegg-familienarchiv-bestand.

xix

Link: Archivsuche | Archive in Nordrhein Westfalen | (nrw.de).

xx

Link: Archivsuche | Archive in Nordrhein Westfalen | (nrw.de).

xxi

Link: Gustaf Dalman - Deutsche Digitale Bibliothek (deutsche-digitale-bibliothek.de).
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Personality of the Month II

Shireen Abu Akleh

By Lina Abu Akleh

T

hank you, Palestine.
Last September, Shireen was reading to me an article she had
written for This Week in Palestine; ironically enough it was about her
experience in Jenin. Never did I imagine that a few months later, I
would be writing her obituary.

Aside from being a journalist, Shireen was my aunt and closer to being a sister.
Despite how difficult and challenging her job was, she was always there to support
us in every way possible. If there is one word to describe Shireen, it would be
“dedicated.” She was not only dedicated to her job, but also to our family. Her
cheerful personality and her unique sense of humor used to light up every room
she entered. After a long day of work, she would come home and tell us about her
experiences.
Shireen loved life and enjoyed every part of it despite its challenges and tragedies.
She used to get excited about the little things in life: a morning dose of tea with
fresh mint, good coffee, delicious food, a daily dose of chocolate after lunch,
playing cards with friends, reading a book, taking her dog, Filfel, out on walks,
watching a good TV show after a long day at work. Ironically she enjoyed murder
mysteries and crime drama, and the list goes on and on.
Over the past few months, Shireen would text me every morning, “Did you solve
the Wordle of the day?” – an online game where you have six chances to guess
the word of the day. We would spend hours, sometimes, trying to guess the word,
give each other hints, and make sure we didn’t lose our daily streak of luck. Our
last conversation on May 10 was about Wordle; the word of that day was gecko. I
haven’t played Wordle since.
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May 11, 2022. A day that will forever
be etched in our minds and in the
collective memory of all Palestinians.
In those first few moments of
inexplicable grief and anger, we were
immediately engulfed by an outpouring
of love and support, as people from
every corner of Palestine joined us
in mourning. As they said, she is
“not only your daughter, but also our
daughter, the daughter of Jerusalem.”
During her life, Shireen touched every
corner of Palestine. With her words,
she amplified the voice of those who
had been silenced and brought the
stories of all Palestinians to life; with
her empathy, she helped children
look for toys under the rubble of their
demolished homes, she grieved with
widows and orphans, and humanized
Palestinians; with her love, she
touched the hearts of those who knew
her and even of those who didn’t. In
her death, that love reverberated back
to her from every corner of Palestine.
From Jenin to Nablus, from Ramallah
to Bethlehem, and finally to occupied
Jerusalem, the outpouring of love for
Shireen is indicative of the life she led
and the tremendous impact she had
on the lives of others.
Words cannot express our gratitude
to the Palestinian people, who rallied
around us from the very first moment
that the tragic news of Shireen’s killing
broke. If Shireen were here, she would
have been amazed by the outpouring
of support and compassion that her
people — and people around the world
— showed us. She would have never
imagined that the streets of Jerusalem
would be overflowing with people
honoring her, raising the Palestinian
flag, and paying their respects as she
was laid to rest in the city that she so
loved.
The insurmountable grief was only
lessened by the overwhelming
outpouring of love shown to us by all
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of Palestine. There are so many people
whom we would like to thank who took
care of Shireen and treated her with
dignity, and who helped us to cope
with this unimaginable tragedy. We
cannot name them all, but our heartfelt
thanks are extended to them.
We are eternally grateful to Sharif Al
Azzeb of Jenin, who fearlessly put
his own life at risk to try to provide
assistance to Shireen and move
her out of harm’s way. She was not
mistaken when she said that in Jenin,
she had met people who have never
given up on hope. We thank the people
who rushed Shireen to the hospital
and the dedicated emergency room
doctors and nurses in Jenin, who
valiantly tried to save her life. We
thank President Mahmoud Abbas
for giving Shireen a funeral that is
normally reserved for dignitaries; King
of Jordan Abdullah II bin Al-Hussein
for honoring Shireen with the Medal
of Independence; the eminent Prince
of Qatar Tamim bin Hamad Al Thani
for his unwavering and unconditional
support; US Secretary of State Mr.
Anthony Blinken, for the support
extended by him and the US Embassy.
Our gratitude also goes to all senior
officials from around the world who
paid their respects and consoled
us during this tragedy. To Shireen’s
second home, Al Jazeera, we offer
tremendous thanks and love, as
well as to the news outlets, both
national and international, that were
courageous enough to report the truth
of what happened on May 11.

who refused to let go of her casket
despite being brutally attacked by
the Israeli occupation army, in the
countrywide and worldwide memorials
and vigils that were held for her, in the
scholarships made in her name, and
in the little Palestinian girls who wore
“Press” jackets to school to honor her
on “Who’s Your Hero” day.
In life, she unified and uplifted the
voices of Palestinians; in death,
she unified Palestine and uplifted
the Palestinian struggle once more,
refocusing the world’s attention on the
Palestinian plight. On the day of her
funeral, men and women, young and
old, Muslims and Christians, people of
all political factions, came together in
unity to honor the woman who was a
powerful, trailblazing icon across the
Arab world. She was truly “the voice of
Palestine.”
Shireen loved the sea, and she loved
people, having chosen journalism
to “be close to people.” And in her
journey from Jenin to Nablus to
Ramallah and finally to Jerusalem, she
was surrounded by a sea of people.
While Shireen’s killing has left an
indelible hole in our hearts, the actions
of so many people have reflected
true humanity. We thank the tens of
thousands of people who lined the
streets of Palestine to bid her farewell.

She carried their stories and their
suffering, and they in return carried her
on their shoulders to her resting place.
You all have touched our lives in ways
that we can never forget and for that
we are forever grateful.
Thank you, Palestine.
Lina Abu Akleh,
is a PalestinianArmenian born
and raised in
Jerusalem. She
holds a BA in
political studies and a
diploma in media and communication
from the American University of Beirut
and an MA in international studies
with a concentration in human rights,
governance, and global justice from
the University of San Francisco. Her
thesis focused on Settler Colonialism
and Exploring Water Control in
Palestine. Lina has built her experience
in diplomacy, research, human rights,
and advocacy.
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Shireen had the ability to make
everyone feel close to her, whether
or not they knew her personally,
and so upon her death, her family
instantly expanded to include all of
Palestine. This was evident in the
endless crowds of people who came
to our home to mourn when the
news first broke, in her pallbearers
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Personality of the Month II

Dr. Sharif Kanaana

By Nabil Alkam
Translated by Elias Khayyo

D

r. Sharif Kanaana is Palestine’s most renowned scholar of anthropology
and the social sciences. His reputation has also spread abroad, as
some of his research and books have been translated into several
languages besides Arabic and English, in which he writes with great
proficiency.

From 1977 to 2002, Dr. Kanaana joined the Inash Al-Usra committee, giving it a new
dynamism by enriching its journal, titled Tradition and Society (that I edited from
1976 to 1984). Not only did he give greater diversity to the nontraditional research it
published, compared to what we were familiar with at the center, by including topics
in anthropology, the social sciences, folklore, and social psychology, but he also
increased its seriousness, depth, and gratification and presented models of academic
research and its applications. In the field of folklore, most dear to Dr. Kanaana,
he wrote about the science itself and presented examples of relevant topics. The
journal’s eighth issue, published in autumn 1977, included the article “A Description
and Classification of Goats,” next he wrote about the games of children, modes of
change, the rules of fights, folklore, popular proverbs, the consolidation of identity,
al-tabun (the traditional wood stove), the Arabic ear, the future of Arab identity, Hilma
Granqvist, Tawfiq Canaan, customs, and mores, among other topics. The committee
also published two encyclopedic books with contributions by Dr. Kanaana and under
his supervision: The Palestinian Folkloric Costume, authored by Omar Hamdan, the
late Walid Rabi’, and Nabil ‘Alqam, with contributions by Sliman Mansour and Nabil
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Anani; The Culture of Procreation and
Childhood, authored by the same group,
with contributions by the late Abdul-Aziz
Abu Hadba. During this period, Berkeley
University published Dr. Kanaana’s
famous book Speak, Bird, Speak Again:
Palestinian Arab Folktales (in English),
with contributions by Dr. Ibrahim
Muhawi; it was later translated into
Arabic and other languages. Other books
published by Dr. Kanaana included
Al-Dar Dar Abouna (The Home is the
House of Our Father) and Tradition and
Identity.
From 2002 to 2014, Dr. Kanaana and
I worked together after I returned from
overseas, publishing a book on military
checkpoints and another one on jokes
and contemporary myths from the
1987 Intifada and the first Gulf War.
We resumed our work at the research
committee on a part-time basis when
the commission chose Dr. Kanaana as
head of the center and designated me
as his assistant. The first item on our
agenda was to change the committee’s
title to Center for Palestinian Heritage
and Society Studies. Then, working as
editor and assistant editor, we developed
the Heritage and Society journal with a
qualitative leap, starting with the fortyfirst issue, adding several important
sections and improving the quality of
its research and articles. We published
the journal up to the fifty-seventh issue
in 2014, when circumstances led to
our resignation and the cessation of the
center with the resignation of all of its
members.
From 2006 to 2014, the most prominent
and important work undertaken by
Dr. Kanaana was the convening of
seven conferences in Palestine. Close
to one hundred research papers were
presented at these conferences,
with contributions by distinguished
researchers from Palestine and abroad.
The themes covered included: The
Master Scholar Ibn Khaldun: His Life
and Intellect; Towards an Arab-Islamic

Prelude to the Study of People and
Society; The Future of Palestinian
Identity; The Palestinian Family: Its
Role and Future; Zionist-Israeli Violence
and Aggression: Features, Causes,
and Roots; Accordance and Survival
Strategies Among Palestinians; and The
Study of People, Society, and ArabIslamic Culture via The Palestinian Issue.
The papers presented at six of these
conferences were published in books
edited by Dr. Kanaana.
Since 2015, Dr. Kanaana has continued
to publish new books, the most
important of which is An Introduction
to Anthropology. We have also worked
together on the five-volume work
The Encyclopedia of Palestinian Fairy
Tales, announced as the best work in
anthropological and social sciences by
the State of Palestine Award Committee.
Tales of the World features stories
chosen and translated by Dr. Kanaana to
represent all culture areas of the world.
Currently, we are working on a study
titled The Simplified Introduction to
Folk Heritage. In addition, Dr. Kanaana
assists researchers and those interested
in folk heritage and other aspects,
especially graduate students.
While Samiha Khalil and the Popular
Heritage Committee should be honored
for establishing the committee and the
Center for Society Studies in the early
1970s, Dr. Sharif Kanaana should be
recognized for laying the foundation
for and consolidating the science of
Palestinian folklore. Moreover, he is
beloved by all who have known him,
whether as students or as fellow
humans.
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Historical Personality of the Month

Mu’in Al-Madi
A Blend of Diligence, Nationalism,
Wisdom, and Commitment

1913) and managed to convince
the Ottoman police that he was not
involved in Arab nationalist activities.
Mu’in recognized that World War
I would be critical to the fate of
Palestine. The Zionist influx into
Palestine was increasing. He
realized quickly that he had to act
swiftly, so he went to Damascus
with close friends and co-founded
the Arab Society for Palestine to
lead actions against Zionist military
buildup and British oppression. He
represented Palestine in the General
Syrian Congress that declared the
independence of Syria in July 1919.
A new stage in Mu’in’s life had begun.
He returned to Palestine in 1920,
co-founded a legal firm with Najib AlHakim, and supported the Palestinian
delegation that headed to London to
try to thwart the Balfour Declaration in
July 1921.

By Saleem Zoughbi

I

n a beautiful region south of Haifa, in the little, peaceful town
of Ijzim, the Al-Madi family had its home. This well-known and
influential family was strongly committed to ensuring the wellbeing of the town’s population in the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries, until the fall of Ijzim and the expulsion of all its
inhabitants in the summer of 1948 by Israeli Zionist militias, which then became
known as the Israeli army. The family had prestigious positions in Haifa and
Acre, too.
Mu’in was born into this family in 1887. They took great care in raising him, and
sent him first to the prestigious Al-Rashidiyyah School in Haifa, then to the Royal
College in Istanbul during the period 1908–1912.
Early on, Mu’in showed a remarkable ability to hold administrative positions
during the Ottoman rule. The young Mu’in was well educated and well connected
to both the Palestinian people and the Ottoman administration in Istanbul. His
wisdom in governance enabled him to provide security and development not
only as a mayor of Acre, but also as district governor of Banyas. He provided
help to many Palestinian civilians who were imprisoned and even saved many
who had been placed on death row by the Ottoman ruler. As a result of these
efforts the Ottomans transferred him to work in Beirut. He was arrested more
than once for his commitment to the Young Arabs’ Movement (founded in
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When I was reading about him, I
realized how persistent this man
from the coast of Haifa was. He
acted politically and nationally
correct, even endured pressures
to carry out national actions under
difficult situations, including British
occupation oppression and lack of
resources for resistance. Reflecting
on such determination and insistence
made me think of Mu’in’s story as
being a precursor to Hemingway’s
The Old Man and the Sea, even
though he was a determined
young man, not old, and fought the
inhumane and unjust tide of events
rather than the sea.
Mu’in was a truly open-minded and
sincere man who believed in the
importance of teamwork to achieve
major goals. He co-founded a party
called the lstiqlal (Independence)
Party in 1932. He moved to other
Arab “seas” such as Syria, Iraq,
and Saudi Arabia. He led efforts to

prepare for a military campaign to
protect Palestine in 1936. Moreover,
he led an untiring series of missions
between Syria, Lebanon, and other
places to negotiate a stronger
commitment from Arabs and friendly
powers to support the Palestinian
armed struggle by coordinating
and communicating with Haj Amin
Al-Husseini and the Palestinian
resistance fighters in the 1930s
and 1940s. He continuously was
harassed by the British for his political
engagement. Yet, he was elected
as a member of the Arab Higher
Committee in 1947.
The defeat in Palestine and the
collusion of some Arab leaders with
the newly declared state of Israel
made him resign from the committee
and take refuge in Damascus after the
War of 1948, where he remained until
his passing in 1957.
This wise, discreet, yet very energetic
Palestinian figure was a true
Palestinian historic personality. I can
imagine Mu’in sitting in his house in
Damascus with his family, looking
at his children and grandchildren
with a sense of sadness and hope:
Sadness because they had to grow
up far from his beloved Ijzim on the
coast south of Haifa, and hope that
his grandchildren would inherit his
diligence and wisdom. I had the
privilege of seeing these traits in his
grandson Mu’in junior.
May Mu’in rest in peace. History will
never forget him.
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Book of the Month

Our Vision for Liberation
Engaged Palestinian Leaders
& Intellectuals Speak Out

Edited by Ramzy Baroud and Ilan Pappé
Clarity Press, 2022

I

n commemoration of the 74th anniversary of the Palestinian
Nakba, renowned historian Professor Ilan Pappé and Palestinian
author Dr. Ramzy Baroud have released Our Vision for Liberation:
Engaged Palestinian Leaders & Intellectuals Speak Out. This
book aims to challenge several strata of the current Palestine
discourse that have led to the present dead end: the American pro-Israel
political discourse, the Israeli colonial discourse, the Arab discourse of
purported normalization, and the defunct discourse of the Palestinian factions.
None promote justice, none have brought resolution, and none bode well for
any of the parties involved.
In this book, close to thirty iconic intellectuals and scholars from Palestine
and across the shatat, the diaspora, articulate their view of a future Palestine.
These chapters reveal the insights of those who have been actively involved
in generating an ongoing Palestinian discourse on liberation, as they take into
account the parameters of their struggle as it now stands. Drawing on their
own personal experiences as educators, community leaders, spiritual leaders,
artists, historians, human rights activists, political prisoners, and the like, they
address what is to be done now, what next, in a manner that reflects not only
Palestinian aspirations but also their view of what is possible.
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“At a time when the world
desperately needs hope and
guidance toward habitable
futures, these moving visions of a
decolonized, democratic and free
Palestine will resonate wherever
collective yearnings for freedom
have survived,” wrote iconic
American activist and intellectual
Professor Angela Davis, adding,
“Palestinian intellectuals, activists
and artists are a beacon, both for the
future of Palestine and the destiny of
our globe.” Roger Waters, founding
member of Pink Floyd, has called
this book fascinating and great.
Ronnie Kasris, the South African
anti-apartheid icon recommends
this book because it will leave you
“strengthened and inspired” because
“it’s a death knell to the Zionist
fantasy and imperialist domination.
Every page breathes the scent of
freedom – sooner than is thought.”
And Jeremy Salt, author of The
Unmaking of the Middle East: A
History of Western Disorder in
Arab Lands, wrote, “The first-hand
testimonies in this collection of
essays send a clear message to
the racist apartheid occupiers of
Palestine: your attempts to obliterate
us have failed. Here we stand. Here
is the evidence of the culture, the
archeology, the history and the land

that you have tried to persuade
yourselves and the world that didn’t
exist, here we stand as living proof
of the presence you could not erase
even after more than a century of
trying.”
Contributors to the book include
Khalida Jarrar, who discusses
resistance in Israeli prisons, Father
Manuel Musallam, who addresses
the Christian vision for liberation,
and Farah Nabulsi, who writes on
liberation through cinema, as well
as Haneen Zoabi, Sami A. Al-Arian,
Ghada Karmi, Mazin Qumsiyeh,
Randa Abdel Fattah, Hasan Abu
Nimah, Samah Sabawi, Hamdan
Taha, Ibrahim G. Aoudé, Qassem
Izzat Ali, Samaa Abu Sharar, Anuar
Majluf Issa, Hanadi Halawani, Jamal
Jumaa, Raji Sourani, Ghada Ageel,
the Tapestry Project, Terry Boullata,
Reem Talhami, Samah Jabr, Johnny
Mansour, Awad Abdelfattah, Laila
Al-Marayati, and Nora Lester Murad,
as well as Ramzy Baroud and Ilan
Pappé.
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Exhibition of the Month

Inner Sanctuary

Rana Samara, Untitled, 2019. Acrylic, crayons and spray paint on canvas, 200 x 490 cm | 79” x 193”.

the rooms she paints: Sometimes they
are full of vibrant motifs, whereas at
other times they look like glass, fragile
and colorless. In some paintings, she
uses sharp and edgy squares that
enhance a disquieting feeling.
Rana Samara, Untitled, 2021. Acrylic and spray paint on canvas
161 x 201 cm | 63” x 79”.

By Rana Samara
Zawiyeh Gallery, Dubai
The exhibition runs until August 28, 2022
Open daily from 11 am to 7 pm

I

n the new exhibition titled Inner Sanctuary, Rana Samara presents
her personal, intimate space, revealing a layer of deep emotions
that are connected with these places. Ranging from her comfortable
lounge to a corner in her favorite café, she explores the settings that
embrace her daily life. Along the way, she portrays an inner visual
and sentimental sanctuary, depicting the inside of her world with fine details that
incorporate daily objects and furnishing. She uses her usual signature of charming
colors and stunning decorative motifs to illustrate familiar locations on her daily
map: a lively studio, a neat kitchen, a colorful bedroom, corners of several cafés
and bars, and even a calm abandoned swimming pool. Colors, motifs, and shapes
convey her sentiments and express her content, calmness, anxiety, or frustration.
The painting of a hospital room with an empty bed covered by white sheets and
an air conditioning system on the wall indicates coldness despite the colorful
motifs on the walls. A bedroom with peacock feathers and several ladders standing
around the walls transmits a feeling of lightness and weightlessness and a
connection with the skies. Rana depicts rooms and spaces – that range from what
seems to be a studio to bathrooms, seating areas, and windowsills – with warmth,
full of love and colors. The way she executes floors hints at her sentiments towards
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Yet, except for one artwork, Rana
leaves out one central aspect: humans.
However, while they seem inessential,
their evidence is not. Hence the subtle
focus on their traces. Their imprints
can be found in every corner: a suit
hanging over closed curtains in a
bedroom; a kitchen with a slipper
in the middle of the floor; another

Rana Samara, Untitled, 2022. Acrylic and spray
paint on canvas 203 x 187 cm | 80” x 74”.

kitchen with plates and food leftovers;
a windowsill with plant pots framed
by cozy chairs with cushions that,
however, are not facing the world
outside. This erasure could be a way
to capture moments that people leave
behind or an attempt at emancipation
from the restraints imposed by
their presence, an opportunity to
reveal concealed feelings and deep
sentiments, whether joyful or gloomy.
In the one work that shows humans,
Rana paints a young woman sitting
on a sofa, facing the viewer. Wearing
a training suit, she rests comfortably
on a small blanket while holding
her head as if immersed in thought
or contemplation. The repetition
and overlay of pattern let the figure
blend in with the room, rendering her
insignificant, almost ephemeral.
A painting of a landscape dotted with
trees is most joyful, the sky swirling
with clouds and with playful, upwardleading traces of gold. It is one of the
three landscape painings in this series
and expresses the artist’s conviction
that intimate spaces exist in nature as
well.
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Where to Go

Al-Jib – Where the Sun
Stood Still
By Bassam Almohor

I

n 1956, the American archaeologist James Pritchard started to uncover the
remains of the 5,000-year-old Canaanite site Gibeon. During his first visit to
the “modern” village Al-Jib, he described its life at that time:
… El-Jib is no suburb of Jerusalem; it is a self-contained island of the past
where Arabs live today very much as they did in the Middle Ages.

The place is unmarked; one could easily pass by this modest village without being aware
of its name. The only road sign reading “el-Jib” is posted two and a half miles away,
where a narrow, black-top road branches off from the Jerusalem-Ramallah highway near
the Jerusalem Airport. Following the direction indicated by this sign at the junction, after
a ten-minute drive one comes to a rocky track on the left, over which a driver has often
refused to take his taxi. This path of sharp stones winds for a quarter of a mile around
the edge of the hill, past a threshing floor and two turreted guns, rusting away since
the “troubles” of 1948 but still pointing menacingly toward the Israeli border only a few
miles to the west, and comes to a dead end in the central square of el-Jib.

Two modest stores of one room each, a
coffee house, and a mosque with a new
minaret constitute the civic center of the
village. The remainder of el-Jib consists
of stone houses, which provide shelter
for approximately one thousand Muslim
Arabs and their cows, donkeys, goats,
and chickens. Narrow streets, wide
enough for men and loaded donkeys
to pass, fan out from the village square
to serve as passageways to houses
and as playgrounds for children. There
are no modern conveniences, such as
telephones, electricity, plumbing, or
sewers. A number of unused privies
stand in front of houses like sentry
boxes—the well-intentioned gifts of U.S.
aid. Here and there one may hear the
sound of a battery-operated radio blaring
away at full volume.
… Twice a day a dilapidated bus, No.
45, owned by Abed Rabbo, mukhtar of
el-Jib, passes along the main road taking
passengers to and from Jerusalem,
where anything beyond the basic
necessities, such as sugar, salt, tobacco,
kerosene, and a few tinned goods, must
be purchased. Except for this motor
transportation, the occasional radio, and
the ubiquitous gasoline stove, called a
“primos,” life at el-Jib goes on about as
it did during the Crusades.*
Al-Jib lies 10 kilometers northwest of
Jerusalem and 13 kilometers south
of Ramallah (Location: 31.847582,
35.186352). The archaeological site

locally known as Tel al-Ras was a
Canaanite city, continuously inhabited
since the Bronze Age. The mission
uncovered a sophisticated water system,
a spiral-staired well, tunnels that lead to
underground springs, an engraved wine
press, and wine storage pits on top of the
tell (hill). To the southeast, a magnificent
olive or wine press is carved into the rock
along with cellars to store the jars – sadly
marred by garbage and political graffiti
today.
In 2017, Riwaq Centre for Architectural
Conservation embarked on a three-year
project to rehabilitate and preserve
Al-Jib’s historic center, identifying 120
buildings that date back to the Byzantine
era. This remarkable old town lies
between the ancient city to the south and
the modern urban town to the north, with
distinguished historic buildings such as
Sheikh Hamed Shrine and a Byzantine hall
known as Al-Kanisa (The Church).
Bassam Almohor can be reached
at almohor@gmail.com, +972-59753-4681, or through Facebook @
toursmore.
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James Pritchard, Gibeon, Where the Sun Stood Still: The Discovery of the Biblical City, Princeton
University Press, 1962, p. 3.
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Events

JERUSALEM

RAMALLAH

CONCERTS

CONCERTS

Friday 3

Thursday 2
19:00 The musical show I Dream, performed
by Ibrahim Abu Laban, presents local
Palestinian tunes combined with Abu Laban’s
lyrics that highlight youth-related, social,
economic, and political themes. A.M. Qattan
Foundation.

21:00 Zaman Band presents folksongs of
the Levantine coast arranged in the band’s
musical style. Feel Beit Cultural Center,
Jerusalem.

LECTURES
Thursday 23
18:00-19:15 The Nativity Church in
Bethlehem: New Approaches and Discoveries
is a lecture presented by Prof. Michele Bacci,
professor of medieval art from the University
of Fribourg, Switzerland. Organized by the
École Biblique et Archéologique Française.
École Biblique et Archéologique Française.
For more information, please visit the
event’s Facebook page: www.facebook.com/
events/692345351938902.

BETHLEHEM
SPECIAL EVENTS
Thursday 2 to Saturday 4
9:30-22:00 In its second edition, A' Al
Daraj presents three days of activities and
workshops to enrich the Palestinian cultural
movement and enhance art as an essential
feature on Star Street. Organized by Power
Group as part of its 10-year celebrations.
Star Street. For more information about
the program, please visit: https://fb.me/
e/1UvwZO9Wi.

JENIN
CONCERTS
Saturday 11
11:00 Concert with the student ensembles
Takht Sharqi and Shahrzad that perform
oriental music and songs. Organized by Al
Kamandjati as part of the Music Day Festival.
Elderly Home.
Saturday 18
11:00 A concert by Alfanfarjati ensemble and
Henna Al Haj Hassan who perform traditional
and classical Arabic music. Organized by Al
Kamandjati as part of the Music Day Festival.
Old Town and Al Kamandjati Center.
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Saturday 4
19:00 The ensemble Rahbaniyat presents
compositions by Ziad Rahbani, highlighting
this unique ar tist and blending ar tisticaesthetic with political-social elements
through musical and lyrical pieces, theater,
and writing to expressed common themes
in the Arab reality. The show is presented
by vocalist Shadi Warasneh and musicians
Hussein Al-Rimawi, Jihad Al-Shuaibi, Rahaf
Madiyah, Hussam Barham, O’bada Darwish,
Saad Diab, Ram Rabi, and Uday Odeh. A.M.
Qattan Foundation.
Monday 13
11:00 A concert with the student ensemble
Takht Sharqi performing oriental music and
songs. Organized by Al Kamandjati as part of
the Music Day Festival. Elderly Home.
Wednesday 15
19:00 A concert featuring Fanfarjati, Jihad,
and Hussein performing various musical
pieces involving oriental music and song.
Organized by Al Kamandjati as part of the
Music Day Festival. Old town, Deir Ghassaneh
village.
Thursday 16
11:00 A concer t featuring the Fanfarjati
ensemble. Organized by Al Kamandjati as
part of the Music Day Festival. Child Center,
Al-Jalazoun Camp.
Friday 17
20:00 Concert with Sharq for Arabic and
Oriental Music ensemble per forming
Andalusian muwashshahat and old tarab
songs. Organized by Al Kamandjati as part of
the Music Day Festival. Harja Market.

Sunday 19
11:00 A concert with Alfanfarjati ensemble
performing a mix of Arabic and jazz music.
Organized by Al Kamandjati as part of the
Music Day Festival. Women’s Center yard,
Qalandia Camp.
Monday 20
11:00 A concert featuring the ensemble Sharq
for Arabic and Oriental Music performing
Andalusian muwashshahat and old tarab
songs. Organized by Al Kamandjati as part
of the Music Day Festival. Baladna Center,
Al-Bireh.
20:00 A concert of Soufi Music by Yara
Qawariq, presenting some of the works of
the Ibn Arabi Ensemble in a musical journey
between music and poetry. organized by Al
Kamandjati as part of the Music Day Festival.
Sakakini Center.
Tuesday 21
20:00 A concert featuring Fanfardjati and Zaid
Hilal. Organized by Al Kamandjati as part of
the Music Day Festival. Ramallah Municipality.
Saturday 25
19:00 Zaki Gada’s debut performance of
two waswasha songs, composed by Zaki to
lyrics by Kiffah Fanni. This concert launches
the Hind Sharidah’ crowdfunding campaign
“Ghazal” and is part of an ongoing wider
musical project produced sequentially
and independently by Zaki in cooperation
with other Palestinian artists. A.M. Qattan
Foundation.

FILM SCREENINGS
Wednesday 1
19:00 Oh, Sun, is a 102-min. Mauritanian and
French film produced by Med Hondo in 1967.
It tells the story of a star-eyed immigrant who
leaves West Africa and journeys to Paris in
search of a job, a community, and intellectual
engagement but soon discovers a hostile
society where his very presence engenders
fear and resentment. With this freewheeling
masterpiece, Hondo crafts a shattering vision
of awakening Black consciousness. In French
and Arabic with English subtitles. A.M. Qattan
Foundation.

Saturday 4
20:00 Inta bi Baladak is a film by the talented
Palestinian film director and cinematographer
Omar Rammal. Organized by Bluemina
Citizenship & Residency. The Carmel Hotel.
Wednesday 8
19:00 The Battle of Chile-Par t 1: The
Insurrection of the Bourgeoisie, is a 96-min.
Chilean and French documentary film in
Spanish with English subtitles, produced in
1975, and directed by Patricio Guzmán. The
film depicts the political tension in Chile in
1973 and the violent counterrevolution against
the democratically elected government of
Salvador Allende. A.M. Qattan Foundation.
Wednesday 15
19:00 The Battle of Chile-Part 2: The Coup
d’État, is an 88-min. Chilean and French
documentary film in Spanish with English
subtitles, produced in 1976, and directed by
Patricio Guzmán. The film takes place during
the Chilean coup d’état in 1973, opening with
the attempted military coup of June, put down
by troops loyal to the government. The film’s
dramatic concluding sequence documents
the coup d’état, including Allende’s last radio
messages to the people of Chile, footage of
the military assault on the presidential palace,
and that evening’s televised presentation
of the new military junta. A.M. Qattan
Foundation.
Wednesday 22
19:00 The Battle of Chile-Part 3: Popular
Power, is a 79-min. Chilean and French
documentary film in Spanish with English
subtitles, produced in 1979, and directed
by Patricio Guzmán. The film deals with
the creation of thousands of local “popular
power” groups that are peopled by ordinary
workers and peasants to distribute food,
operate and protect factories and farms, shun
black-market profiteering, and link together
neighborhood social service organizations.
This was done for two reasons: as a defense
against strikes and lockouts by factory
owners, tradesmen, and professional bodies
opposed to the Allende government, and
then, increasingly, as Soviet-type bodies
demanding more resolute action by the
government against the right. A.M. Qattan
Foundation.
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Wednesday 29
19:00 Pan-African Festival of Algiers, is a
90-min. French documentary film with English
subtitles, produced in 1969, and directed by
William Klein. It explores the politics and the
music of the first Pan-African Cultural Festival.
Third World solidarity was much in fashion in
1969, at the time of the festival. Many of the
interviewees speak of the need for exploited
countries to stick together. The film blends
images of interviews made with writers and
advocates of the freedom movements with
stock images, addressing matters such
as colonialism, neocolonialism, colonial
exploitation and the battles of revolutionary
movements for independence. A.M. Qattan
Foundation.

SPECIAL EVENTS
Saturday 11
19:00 The Airspace Tribunal is an arbitration
performance on the freedom and right of
airspace that considers the case for and
against the recognition of a new human
right to protect the freedom to live without
physical or psychological threat from above.
Drawing on wide expertise and experience, it
engages the public in discussion and seeks
to challenge the narrow terms by which
airspace is currently represented and defined
in law. The hearings consider the changing
environmental, cultural, social, psychological,
political, military, and historical definition,
perception, and composition of airspace. A.M.
Qattan Foundation.

THEATER
Thursday 30
19:00 Bed of Green Onions is an audiovisual show that combines poetry by Asmaa
Azayzeh, music by Haya Za’atra, and video
by Adam Zouabi. It features new poems from
the poetry collection titled Al Jasad Alladhi
Tasalaqtuhu Yawman (The Body I Climbed
Once) (Al-Ahliya, 2022) and older poems.
The poems speak of a father’s death, the
inevitability of destruction, and the nature
of evil, accompanied by a sound experience
in which Za’atra uses an electric guitar, her
voice, and a recording machine. Through
a background video Zouabi adds a visual
dimension to the sound. The project is part
of the Sha’rat (Poetesses) initiative that aims
to introduce Arab poetesses to international
audiences through poetry readings. A.M.
Qattan Foundation.

Thursday 23 to Saturday 25
11:00 Techstars Startup Weekend Ramallah
is an online global event organized by
the Palestinian entrepreneurship-suppor t
organization UMake. It brings together active
and empowered entrepreneurs to learn the
basics of starting a start-up and launching
successful projects. For registration, please
visit: https://umake.ps/swr
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The Last Word

Ou Ba'dein?
I couldn’t find an accurate English translation that gives justice to ou ba’dein?
It’s an expression in Arabic which literally means “And then?” but it’s
normally asked by an angry person who’s fed up with a particular situation
and desperately wants it to end. The emotions are augmented when the ein
is stretched out! Ou ba’deeeeeein? I suspect that this is the feeling of every
single Palestinian who lives in Palestine. Stretching the ein, of course.
Yasser Arafat was right when he called Palestinians “the mighty people” –
sha’ab al-jabbareen. Seriously, even with all the pounding on our heads, we
fly a drone with a Palestinian flag over the Israeli flag march! It was brilliant.
It didn’t liberate us, but at least it made us feel proud. Speaking about flags,
and in the wake of the Israeli Knesset passing the first reading of a law
barring the Palestinian flag in Israeli official institutions and all governmentfunded organizations, I’m not sure what would happen if there were an official
meeting between Palestinian and Israeli delegations in an Israeli ministry, for
instance. Would the Israelis arrest the Palestinian delegation if they put a flag
on the table? Palestinians, don’t answer that!
Yes, we demand an independent Palestinian state and we’re fed up, but
that certainly does not mean that we won’t continue our struggle. Ours
is a struggle for justice. Israel has managed to turn almost every single
Palestinian into a patriot; even the least politicized among us, including the
pragmatics who believe that neither side will vanish into thin air and that
ultimately we will have to live at least next to each other. Of course there are
also those on both sides who see a zero-sum situation: it’s either us or them.
With all the anger, hurt, and let-down that Palestinians have experienced,
I believe that when push comes to shove, Palestinians will accept some
sort of compromise. I’m certainly not speaking on behalf of the Palestinian
people, but this is what I would consider a compromise that would probably
be acceptable: An independent state on the 1967 borders, with full control of
all borders, East Jerusalem as our capital, a dignified solution vis-à-vis the
right of return and restitution. I know that even this would not satisfy many
Palestinians who demand the original Palestine that stretches from the river
to the sea, but if a national survey were conducted, I believe that it would
pass. I might be wrong, of course, but from what I see, I’m not sure that the
Israeli mainstream would be willing to accept any compromise, much less
the one that I believe could be acceptable to Palestinians. For those who are
now raising their eyebrows as they read what Palestinians aspire to attain,
please remember Jaffa, Haifa, Lod, Ramleh, and the almost 500 towns and
villages that were razed to the ground, let alone the trauma and psychological
wounds. Ou ba’dein?
Long live Palestine!

Sani Meo
Publisher
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